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Development of an imaging system for patient set-up monitoring
during radiotherapeutic treatment with high energy photons

Abstract

A prototype image detector has been designed and built
for patient monitoring during radiotherapy treatment with
high energy photon beams. A matrix of DC operated
ionisation chambers was used to detect the transmitted
radiation through a patient. The detector was developed in
order to replace the current method, in which film
radiography is used. Computer image processing has
advantages, therefore an image has to be available in
digital format. So digital image detection is a logical
step. Various detector configurations have been tested, and
some results will be presented. Recent test-object
exposures will be given. Image enhancement was achieved by
computer processing of the data. Theoretical possibilities
of the detector system have baen studied.

Part of this work will be published in the April 1985
issue of the journal "Physics in Medicine and Biology" .



CHAPTER 1

Introduction

In cancer treatment often high energy radiation is used to
eradicate a tumor (radiotherapy). This radiation is in the
mega-electronvolt energy range, and therefore called
megavoltage radiation. The therapeutical dose is delivered
to the tumor in several treatment sessions of about twenty
seconds duration.

The outcome of irradiation is often represented by
dose-effect curves. One curve represents the probability of
local tumor control versus dose while a second curve shows
the probability of complications e.g. tissue necrosis
versus dose. The interval between the dose for tumor
control and the dose for necrosis of normal tissue for the
same probability of effect is called the therapeutic range.
Unfortunately this range is rather small for most malignant
tumors. If, however, this radiation can be confined to the
tumor (target volume) only, a much higher dose can be
applied without complications. From this it will be clear
that accuracy in dose delivery, both quantitively and with
respect to the localisation, is of vital importance.
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In order to improve the dose delivery to the patient, a
K.W.F. (Koningin Wilhelmina Fonds) project was started at
the N.C.I. (Netherlands Cancer Institute) : "Accurate
clinical dosimetry for the determination of tolerance dose".
This project can be divided into two parts: Measuring the
quantity of radiation in vivo and determining the
localisation of the radiation beam relative to the patients
anatomy. These measurements can be used to improve the
accuracy of treatments, and to obtain a better knowledge of
dose - effect relations.

In order to optimise treatments, computerised treatment
planning systems (fig 2b) are in use together with
Computerised Tomography (C.T.) images (fig 2a). These
systems improve dose calculations to an accuracy that can
hardly be reproduced during actual therapy. One way to
improve the accuracy of radiotherapeutic treatment is to
make radiation field verification photographs with the
therapeutic beam (during treatment) (fig 2d). These images
must be compared with a simulation photograph, an X-ray
image in which the required beam position is deliniated (fig
2c). Note that I will use the word "photograph" whenever a
film radiograph is ment, in contrast to an "image", which is
a more general term. Unfortunately the contrast of a
megavolt photograph is extremely bad, compared to an
ordinary X-ray image. This is due to the small differences
in linear attenuation coefficient between bone and tissue,
compared to the equivalent difference for low X-ray
energies. Most striking contrast in megavoltage energy
photographs therefore is between air and tissue.

One way to improve the image contrast is by contact
printing, a time consuming procedure. Another way is to
apply computer image processing techniques to a megavolt
photograph [ 1 ]. For this a photograph must be digitised
(read in into a computer). In addition to image quality
improvement also computerised comparison to a (digitised)
simulation photograph might be a possibility.

For frequent application in clinical practice an
electronic detector for imaging of the patient anatomy
during treatments sessions using the irradiation beam may
have advantages over the conventlally used film detector.
Such a detector can be coupled directly to a computer
system. Also important is that computers suited for image
viewing and processing are already available in most
hospitals, as they are used for C.T. images.

So we come to my practical work : Investigate the
possibilities of electronic megavoltage imaging. From
clinical practice various specifications for such a system
were stated:
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- Spatial resolution : better than 2 mm.

- Contrast resolution : comparable
photographs (better than 0.5 Ï). This
required for image processing.

to
is

- Speed : at least one picture within dose
delivery time of one radiation field (image
acquisition time less than 20 s)

- Sensitive area : ^0 cm * 40 cm (comparable to
routine megavoltage photographs).

- Actual size : flat and small, so that it is
possible to use the system in routine clinical
practice (60 cm * 60 cm * 2 cm ).

- Miscellaneous: Strong, solid (resistant to
rough handling), and as few cables as possible.
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a) C.T. Scan Image b) Dose Calculation

I

c) Simulator Photograph d) Megavolt Photograph

figure 2 : Typical steps in a radiotherapeutic treatment
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF DEVELOPMENTS AND EXPERIMENTS

DETECTOR PRINCIPLES

1 To obtain an image with megavolt radiation we need a matrix
of radiation detectors. Many detector principles are
available, and they can roughly be divided in three

I classes :

1 - Integrating detectors with auxiliary processing e.g. :

I a) photographic film

b) Xeroradiography [ 2 ]
c) thermoluminescence [ 3 ]

2 - Integrating detectors with local readout e.g. :
a) particle counters [ *\ ]
b) radiation induced demagnetisation

3 - Non-integrating detectors e.g. :
a) luminous screen / camera combination [ 5 ]
b) ionisation chambers
c) semiconductors

The detectors of group 1 share the disadvantages of
photographic film, except that the others can be used more
than once. The detectors of group 2 would in principle be
highly suited for our purpose, but are so far not usable in
practice: Particle counting cannot be applied as
therapeutic beams have a much too high particle flux
(greater than 10e11 /s /cm2) , also preliminary experiments
showed that demagnetisation by radiation was not applicable.
We performed a simple experiment that showed no measurable
demagnetisation at all for therapeutic doses [Appendix A3.
The most simple solution out of group 3 is a), the luminous
screen / camera combination. Multiple experiments have
shown the usability of this technique [ 5 ], but we rejected
it because the required optical system would have much too
large dimensions. An alternative to conventional optics
could be fibre optics, but no (flat) systems are available
yet that can project a large area onto a small camera.
Remain 3 b) and c), ionisation chambers and semiconductors,
which roughly operate at the same principle : collection of
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free" charges generated by ionisations.

DETECTOR CHOICE

I Ionisation chambers are frequently applied in radiation
dosimetry at radiotherapy departments. These detectors can

I
be built relatively easy and are cheap, and much know-how of
constructing and using them is available here at the N.C.I.
The disadvantage of these type of detectors is that the
generated ionisation currents are very small (in the order

I of pico-amperes) for practical sized detectors. This means
that complex current measuring electronics will be required.
In spite of this serious drawback we chose to concentrate on

I ionisation chambers, especially because of advantages
related to the construction. For a megavolt imaging system
using semiconductor detectors see [ 6 ].

IONISATION CHAMBERS

These detectors consist of a dielectricum (mostly air) that
can be ionised by radiation. The resulting ions can be
collected by applying an apropriate electric field across
this dielectricum by means of two electrodes. As a result a
current flows that is proportional to the incident radiation
intensity. Most of the ionisations are produced by high
energy electrons, so that when measuring high energy
photons, some sort of conversion between (primary) photons
and (secondary) electrons is necessary. This can be done by
surrounding the ionisation chamber volume by a converter
material. The high energy photons will collide with
electrons in the converter, thereby producing high energy
electrons. When you want to determine the actual dose
delivered into tissue (independent of photon energy) you
have to choose a tissue equivalent material for the photon -
electron converter. This is not necessary if you are only
interested in the relative dose (for the same radiation
quality). For optimal photon / electron conversion at
energies of our interest (1-20 MeV), about 1 cm thick
Perspex or 0.1 cm thick copper was used.

The current that is produced by an ionisation chamber
depends on both radiation intensity, and collecting field
strength (ionisation voltage).
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fig. 3 : Ionisation chamber with I /V characteristic

In figure 3 the schematic construction of an ionisation
chamber and the current-to-voltage relation are shown. For
low voltages the ionisation current is proportional to the
polarising voltage. At very high voltage levels the current
remains constant, this is called saturation. Now nearly all
produced ions are collected. For accurate measurements
ionisation chambers are always operated near saturation, so
that the current does not depend strongly on polarising
voltage. The saturation voltage is determined by chamber
geometry and dielectricum. There is a slight dependence of
the I / V characteristic on radiation intensity. This is
caused by the effect that formed ions can collide and
recombine, so that charge is lost. This effect is called
the recombination effect, and it has most influence when
there are many ions, so that collision chance is high.
Especially in the case of pulsed radiation (as accelerators
produce) recombination is an important effect, for
instantaneous radiation flux can be hundreds of times higher
than in the case of a continuous therapeutic radiation
source (e.g. cobalt-60).

IMAGING

In order to obtain spatial radiation information in one
direction we decided to divide the signal electrode of an
ionisation chamber into multiple strips. Mow the question
arises : how locally can the radiation be measured. Two
things are of importance :

- Where can the secondary electrons produce
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ions: This depends on the angular distribution
of the secondary electrons. Because the th«ory
of secondary electron production is rather
complex and to gather some experience in working
with radiotherapy machines we decided to
determine this experimentally. A complete
description and the results of this experiment
are given in Appendix A. It apeared that for
practical converter thickness the electron
deflection angle is noticeable : For a 0.25 nun
copper converter at an energy of 1 MeV we
measured a deflection angle of about 60 degrees
to either side (half intensity of central beam).

- Where do the produced ions go: This depends
predominantly on the shape of the electric field
lines as the ion energy is low. Inspecting
figure 4 we may conclude that the electric field
will attract slow ions to the nearest electrode
so that no serious loss of image sharpness will
be caused by the path of the low energy ions.

H.V. Source

Incoming Radiation

Electric Shielding Photon-Electron Converter

fig H : Ionisation chamber (split signal electrode)

We concluded from this experiment that the constructed
chamber should be thin, in order to allow secondary
electrons not to spread too much. In addition some
shielding (attenuation of fast secondary electrons) was
necessary between independent ionisation chamber volumes.
This solid shielding may be relatively thin (about 1 mm) as
electron mean free path is short in most materials, as
compared to air.

THE FIRST CHAMBER

The first chamber was constructed using two identical
printed circuit boards (P.C.B.) with copper strips as
electrodes. Each P.C.B. contained 30 electrode strips of
75 mm by 1.7 mm, at a 2.51» mm pitch. They were mounted
parallel above each other, with the electrode strips
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crossing each other perpendiculary. As spacers we could use
plastic rings of various size, in case of an all air
chamber, or Perspex plates with holes drilled at the
crosspoints of the electrode strips. These plates served as
shielding material for the fast secondary electrons between
independent ionisation chamber volumes.

Using an integrating electrometer leakage was measured
: between two adjacent electrode strips we measured a
resistance of the order of 10*13 ohm ; and the resistance
between two pins of the connector was about 10*16 ohm. As
the potential difference between all the signal electrodes
is approximately zero (current measurement) these values
seemed adequate, (actually, the signal electrode voltage is
determined by current meter offset, which is in the order of
10~-2 volt, rendering less than 10~-15 A leakage)

EXPERIMENT I: SINGLE CELL CHARACTERISTICS

The following experimental set-up was made : the detector
was irradiated by cobalt-60 rays at a source-detector
distance of 80 cm (fig 5).
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fig 5 : Experimental

I
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We performed current measurements with an adapted
electrometer for various polarising voltages. For
convenience we used the same printed circuit boards for the
signal and high voltage electrodes. We performed measurents
for the following situations : all high voltage electrodes
connected to high voltage, producing a 75 mm * 75 mm H.V.
electrode, and 1 H.V. electrode (central) to high voltage
and the rest (29) to ground potential, producing a 75 mm by
2.5 mm H.V. electrode. The electrometer was connected to
an electrode in the center of the signal electrode plate,
and the remaining electrodes were grounded. All these
measurements were done using a Perspex plate with holes,
i.e. Perspex and air, as dielectric. The plate we used was
8 mm thick, and the holes had a diameter of 1.7 mm.
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Voltage (v)

fig 6 : I/V for 1,30 electrodes H.V.

While measuring these I/V characteristics we noted that
there was an hysteresis effect which was slow (taking one
I/V curve took minutes). This was blaimed to slowly varying
charge on the (isolating) Perspex plates with holes. Also
we did not see saturation in the I/V curve, probably caused
by leakage. Subtracting curves for 1 and 30 electrodes at
H.V., as to eliminate leakage effects gave "normal" results
(fig 7a). AI30 we measured the current for various
radiation field sizes (square field s»20 mm, d-variable).
Extrapolating to zero field size resulted in a non-zero
current (fig 7b), but switching off the radiation did reduce
the current to zero. From this we concluded that we
measured a current from spurious radiation chamber operation
in the air around the detector, induced by stray radiation.
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fig 7 : Subtracted I/V curve (one cell); Current / field size

EXPERIMENT II: ONE CELL CHARACTERISTIC

Having learned from this we constructed a heavily guarded
chamber, and a connection for the electrometer that was
thoroughly shielded. Repeated measurements of I/V curves
and of field size to current relation gave the following
results :

10

V (volt)
2 0 0

d x 2 S x 6

Field Size (cm)

fig 8 : I/V (one cell), current / field size

IO
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- The I/V characteristic had become as we would
theoretically expect (fig 8a). The lesson from
this was that guarding (shielding) is very
important. The current from one cell is about
2.5 pA, at a saturation voltage of about 60 V
(90 % saturation).

- The current / field size relation showed that
sharpness was reasonably high (fig 8b). The
current remained essentially constant when
decreasing field size (side parralel to H.V.
electrode) to about 4 mm. This was about 1.5
times electrode size.

SIX CHANNEL ELECTROMETER

In order to obtain more spatial information and to gather
some experience in measuring the very low currents we
constructed a six channel electrometer.

We used a single condensator as integrating element.
It is directly charged by the ionisation current, and the
resulting voltage will therefore be proportional to time and
ionisation current.

Integration
Capacitors

6

Select

Relay Control

Electrometer Buffer

Discharge

I
I
I

fig 9 : Schematic diagram of the 6 channel electrometer

To measure the voltage of the charged capacitors we used
reed relays to connect the capacitor to a low input current
OpAmp. As the time that the capacitor is charged is much
longer than the time that it is connected to the readout
amplifier, leakage of this amplifier is relatively
unimportant. Of course it is also necessary to discharge
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the capacitors. Therefore a seventh relay is used that can
connect the input of the readout amplifier to ground. A
complete measurement cycle then becomes : close relay 7,
and alternatively close relays 1 to 6 in order to discharge
all integrating capacitors C1 to C6, then wait some time (1
minute) to let the current integrate. Open relay 7 and
alternatively close relays 1 to 6 while you are recording
the amplifiers output. All these operations were controlled
from outside the radiation bunker. Therefore we used 20
meter long control and signal cables.

I

8 mm Perspex

fig 10

10 mm Air 2 mn Air Perspex

Cell nr (i..6)

: Profiles from the 6 channel electrometer
with a 2.5 mm wide radiation field

Findings about the electrometer system :

- The electric leakage of the readout amplifier
increases with stray radiation present.

- The channels of the electrometer showed
significant leakage, so that correction was
necessary. This was done by subtracting the
signal without radiation from the signal with
radiation. This is applied in figure 10.

Conclusions from the measurements :

- We measured various profiles for a narrow
radiation beam, using different detector
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configurations. The results are shown in fig.
10. Sharpness appeared to be best for the
chamber with the Perspex hole plate, independent
of plate thickness, worse for the flat pure air
chamber, and worst for a thick pure air chamber.

- Better electrical and radiation shielding of
the electronic circuitry was necessary.
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SELECTION

Sofar we only obtained information in one direction, as we
only used line shaped signal electrodes. One solution for
obtaining information over the entire plane was to rotate a
set of line shaped detectors, followed by a back-projection
algorithm as in Computerised Tomography (C.T.). Expecting a
lot of problems in (mechanically) moving the ultra sensitive
detection system, we rejected this possibility.

We decided to try the following solution : divide the
high voltage electrode in strips perpendicular to the signal
electrode strips, in order to be able to locally control the
detectors sensitivity. In cross-section this has been
presented in fig 11.

Incoming Radiation

Current Meter K Electric shielding

B.v. Electrodes

Signal Electrode

— 1
I
I

• I
I

High Voltage Sources V1

_ _. ---.-. .-pzp. rp..f. _j_ _j. 1
T T T T T T T

I
I

fig 11 : Image detector cross-section

As we expected a lot of problems due to switching transients
in the high voltage, we constructed a simple system that
could supply each H.V. electrode with an arbitrary voltage
V(i), controlled by the radiotherapy departments
mini-computer (PDP 11/3M).

If we denote the radiation at the selection strip i by
R(i) and the selection voltage of strip i by V(i), we can
state for a single cell : I«F(V(i),R(i)), with I the
current, and F the I/V characteristic. For low radiation
intensities and low collecting voltages this can be
simplified to I-f*V(i)*R(i). Here f is a constant of
multiplication. For the total current of a signal electrode
strip we therefore get:

We can describe this sum as vector
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produat : S = f v . r . If we choose 30 different vectors
for f ~v, and combine _them in anjnatrix V ,we can write for
the 30 values of ~iT (vector 's) : 's -̂  V "r . . As we are
interested in the values of the vector r we can deduce :

s = V r «> V s = V V r => V s = r

Of course we have to choose an invertable matrix for V. The
most simple matrix we can use for V is the unit matrix.
This means that we measure the current from each cell
separately, by switching alternatively each high voltage
electrode on. As we measure point for point we called this
selection mode the DELTA SELECTION. An other possibility
for V is the use of a matrix with fourier coefficients for
the transformation of real signals.

V(i,j)=0.5 i - 1
V(i,j)=cos(2"*(i-O*(j-1)/16) i - 2..16
V(i,j)=cos(2"*(i-1)*(j-1)/i6)/2 i = 17
V(i,j)=sin(2"*(i-I6)*(j-16)/16) i » 18..30

As this matrix is orthonormal the inverse matrix can simply
be found by transposition (mirror it in the diagonal). The
resultant currents will then form the one dimensional
fourier transform of the radiation profile along a signal
electrode. We expected the following advantages of this so
called FOURIER SELECTION :

- Higher signals (more cells are selected at the
same time) This could reduce the effects of
noise and leakage in the current meters (system
noise).

- As one measures information from more cells at
the same time we expected better results because
quantum noise would average out. Later careful
theoretical study showed that this cannot be the
case : indeed the noise components of the
individual cells cancel in the measured signal,
but for the reconstruction of the current from
one cell, you have to combine more signals
thereby amplifying the noise to the same level
as in the case of DELTA selection (see chapter 3
: some aspects of selection).

EXPERIMENT IV: H.V. ELECTRODE PROFILES

For testing the 30 channel high voltage selection
circuit, an experimental setup was constructed. We used the
universal selection circuit, controlled by our
mini-computer, and an adapted electrometer, whose output was
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connected to an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter. As the
mini-computer is located far from the radiotherapy machines,
we had to put cables under the floor of about 50 meter long.
These cables have been used since then for all our
experiments.

Software was developed performing the following
functions :

- Measuring a line profile using DELTA
selection.

- Measuring a line profile using FOURIER
selection.

- Reconstruction for the FOURIER selection

- System Noise measurement by sampling the A/D
converter without any changes.

- Furthermore various timing parameters could be
chosen freely in the programs. This was to
study the systems dynamical response.

As the results from these measurements (in one
dimension) are comparable to later results (in two
dimensions), I will only give them in short :

- Noise : about 0.1 pA

- Signal : detector P3 (8 mm Perspex with
holes, or three plates) : 4 pA, detector L10
(10 mm air between electrodes) : 20 pA

- Sharpness : good, about one strip for P3;
very bad, about 5 strips for L0

- Settling time after switching H.V. electrodes
: for P3 longer than 5 seconds (surface charge
effect); for L10 about 0.2 seconds.

- Effect of settling time : For delta selection
no serious effects, only a decrease in signal
when switching fast, which probably can be
described as channel crosstalk. For fourier
selection the effects were serious, as the
signals from many cells changed slowly. This
caused the fourier coefficients to be distorted,
and this caused the reconstructed signal to be
seriously distorted.

- The selection channels were not identical in
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offset, later this turned out to be a ground
loop error effect.

- Fourier selection seemed to improve the
sharpness slightly in the case of the L10
detector. A possible explanation for this is
that the spatialy changing electric fields of
the sine or cosine functions in the fourier
selection, might cause the slow ions to drift
over smaller distances.

- No measurable conductivity was detected in a
Perspex plate without holes.
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THIRTY CHANNEL ELECTROMETER

The next step in developing an experimental imaging

( system was to construct an accurate and fast 30 channel
electrometer. We decided not to use the old 6 channel
electrometer, but to build a new one using the same
principle.

Much time was spent to minimise the leakage. The first
problem was to find a suitable reed relay. Leakage
measurements showed that modern encapsulated reed relays
were not suited ; so we decided to use loose reed contacts
and actuation coils, but these also gave problems. After
careful ultrasonor cleaning, measurements showed that there
was much difference in leakage between individual reed
tubes. Reed tubes with coloured glass for example, could
not be used, and selection on leakage was necessary.

Furthermore the construction of the electrometer print
was difficult as guarding considerations require that the
sensitive input lines nowhere can "see" wires or components
at a non-zero potential, in order to avoid any spurious
ionisation chamber operation. So it was even necessary to
put guarding between the reed contacts and the relay coils.
For that we used the outer mantle of a 75 ohm coax cable.
After assembly still some reed tubes had to be replaced for
excessive leakage or malfunction. Furthermore software was
developed to acquire and reconstruct an image, display the
data on a viewing console for C.T. images, and to
manipulate with data arrays (program MANIPU).
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FIRST IMAGING EXPERIMENTS : V

A blockscheme of the set-up used for the experiments is
presented in figure 12.

fig 12 : Experimental set-up blockscheme
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For viewing the measured pictures, we used the
following methods. On the viewing console the current of
each cell was represented by the gray level of a small
square. As the display has a 12 bit display memory 4096
gray levels are possible. There are controls on the unit to
adjust a level and window, in order to make contrast
enhancement simple. A value higher than (level + 1/2
window) is displayed as full white, while a value lower than
(level - 1/2 window) is displayed as total black. Values
that are inside this range are displayed as an intermediate
level.

To print photographs is this paper we developed a
computer program that could raster the pictures. There, a
high value is represented by a large white circle, while a
low value is represented by a small circle.
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Some of the first pictures we have measured with the
system described sofar are presented in figure 13« These
images were made on the cobalt-60 therapy machine at a
source-detector distance of 80 cm. Acquisition time for
these images was 3 minutes.

a) 2 cH wide f i e ld (Delta) b) Flat Field (scaled up)

c) Square Field (Delta) d> S t l u a r e F i e 1 d Courier)

fig 13 : Some of the first images

Some findings from the first pictures :

- An offset correction for leakage in the-
current detector is necessary. This to suppress
stripes in horizontal direction in the image
(fig 13a). At first we thought that we could
measure the offset without radiation; this
apeared not to be so : the leakage of the
current meter depends on stray radiation that
reaches it. So the correct way to measure
offset is with radiation .on. and JJO_ high voltage
applied.

- Fourier selection did not function properly,
the resultant pictures were extremely distorted
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(fig 13d)."

- The pictures contained stripes perpendicular
to the stripes caused by the offset of the
current detector (fig 13b). The image suggests
if there was an offset in the selection logic.
Later this showed to be a ground loop error.

To improve the picture quality we implemented the
following functions (fig 1U) :

- Offset correction : With radiation ON , and
no selection voltages a set of currents was
measured ten times and averaged, as to get an
accurate offset level. These values were stored
in the same file that contained the picture
data. In our general matrix operation program
we implemented a function to subtract the offset
from all data points (fig 14c).

- Flat field correction : Besides leakage,
stripes could also be caused by differences in
sensitivity of input channels. Therefore we
constructed an algorithm that averaged rows and
columns of a picture of the fully irradiated
detector, the so-called flat field. These
averages are a measure for the system
sensitivity. In order to improve a picture we
could correct each point with the measured row
and column sensitivity (fig H»d). These
operations were incorporated in our matrix
manipulation program.

- Unfortunately it appeared that offset and flat
field correction (FFC) were not adequate to
remove all stripes. Therefore we made an
algorithm that averaged rows and columns, and
subtracted them ("G" correction). So we get a
picture with rows and columns averaged at a zero
level. This effectively suppresses the stripes,
but this is a "tricky" operation, only suited
for limited types of images (fig 1*le).

- The pictures were of poor sharpness. This was
caused by two reasons : first the radiation
source is not point-shaped. The cobalt source
in the radiotherapy machine has a size of about
20 mm. The projection of an object
therefore becomes vague, due to the penumbra
effect. Second, the detector introduced some
unsharpness. To overcome this unsharpness we
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implemented the so-called inverse filtering.
The principle of this filtering technique is
described in detail in chapter 3. By
determining the way a sharp radiation point is
displayed by the detector, it becomes possible
to calculate an inverse operation, that
transforms this blurred spot into a sharp point.
As an image can be thought to consist of a
combination of many sharp points it is also
possible to restore a complete image this way
(linear filtering operation) (fig

I
I
I
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a) Bar Fantom (scale 1:2)
b) Original Image

c) Offset Correction d) Flat Field Correction

e) "G" Correction f) Inverse Filtered

I
Fig 14 : Pictures using various correction techniques
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From these experiments the following conclusions were
drawn:

- Offset and flat field correction were not
sufficient, probably due to ground loop errors.
Therefore we decided to add a differential
amplifier as buffer between the measuring system

I and the computer. Actually the stripes were

caused by differences in the selection relay
coils. These differences caused variations in
the power supply current of the system, and

I voltage drop across the cables varied, causing

deviations in the millivolt signal. Adding a
differential amplifier effectively cancels these
errors, as both signal and signal ground line
will contain the same errors because there is no
current flowing through these signal lines.- Inverse filtering in its simple form showed
not to be useful as noise in the pictures is
strongly amplified by this technique.

After implementing a differential amplifier in the
detector system, the measurements were repeated at the
cobalt RT machine. The earlier proposed image correction
techniques (offset and FFC) now offered adequate results
(fig 15a).

In another experiment the system was tested on a linear
accelerator radiation source. This is a machine that
accelerates electrons into the MeV energy range. A target
converts the electron radiation into photon radiation. As
the high energy levels for this machine cannot be maintained
continuously, operation is pulsed. Typical pulse rate is

, 200 - 400/s , while the pulse length is about hundred us.

We expected a lot of problems on this machine, as the

I high energy pulses cause a lot of radiofrequency

interference. Also interference between the measurement
cycles and the radiation pulses might cause excessive errors

I in our images. Fortunately non of these phenomena appeared

to give any serious problems as can be seen in fig. 15b.
The images from the accelerator are even better than those
from the cobalt source, because the mean radiation fluence

I rate is some ten times higher, and image sharpness is better
because of smaller source dimensions. The accelerator
produces 200 - 400 pulses per second, and as the current
detector integrates over 1.5 seconds, only minor errors were
introduced if pulses are "missed".
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a) Cobalt Source b) Linear Accelerator

fig 15 : Pictures on a cobalt source and a linear accelerator
after modifications of the data acquisition system,

and the correction procedures

LEAST SQUARE FILTERING

The Next step was to improve our image filtering
software, and we chose to implement the technique of least
squares filtering. This technique involves adapting a
filter matrix, as is calculated for inverse filtering, in
order to achieve a compromise between image sharpening and
noise suppression. To calculate a least square filter the
following data are required :

- the point spread function, which can be
derived from an edge image (a half irradiated
field with a sharp edge).

- the signal-to-noise power ratio (S/N2), which
can be determined from a flat field exposure.

We chose to use the signal-to-noise power ratio as a
parameter for our filters. A high value (1) for S/N2 gives
a noise suppressing filter, while a low value (0) for S/N2
renders an inverse filter. Practically we tried some values
for S/N2 as to determine an optimal filter. Such a filter
is also called a "parametrical Wiener filter". In figure 16
the effect of varying S/N2 is illustrated.
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a) Original b) S/N = 0.001

c) S/N = 0.0003 d) S/N = 0.0001

Fig 16 : The effect of least squares filtering.

I
1

We concluded that image processing can offer an
improvement, but no spectacular results may be expected if
the original image is of poor quality , either in noise or
sharpness. So. it was necesary to diminish the noise in the
picture, while maintaining a reasonable image sharpness.
This appeared not to be possible U3ing air ionisations, as
increasing the signal by enlarging the cell volume, involves
increasing the electrode distance, and this causes the
sharpness to decrease. This is illustrated by the pictures
from figure 17. Here an image from a 3 mm thick pure air
detector (signal 8 pA) is compared with an image from the 8
mm drilled Perspex plate detector (signal 2 pA). It appears
that the increase in detector signal doesn't outweigh the
loss of sharpness, even after image enhancement. The best
results are achieved when using a detector with Perspex
separation between the cell volumes, and with the thickest
Perspex plate, which corresponds to the largest volume.
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a) Air 3 mm. Original b) Heavily Filtered

c) Perspex 8 mm. Original d) Heavily Filtered

fig 17 : Image quality, using least squares filtering

LIQUID FILLED IONISATION CHAMBERS

I

From the experience about miniature liquid filled
ionisation chambers it is known that isooctane (2,2,4
methylpentane) as dielectricum could significantly increase
the signal [ 7 ]. The reason for this increase is that a
liquid is much more dense than air, so that there is much
more energy loss for a secondary electron, producing many
more ions in the liquid. Furthermore the mean live time of
an ion in this liquid is reasonably high. Also this liquid
has good isolation properties, and it is chemicaly stable
and not agresive to other materials. The importance of this
last property is very high, as small impurities in the
liquid act as ion traps. It appeares that liquid purity
must be very high to get any signal at all.

To test the properties of liquid ionisation chambers,
we constructed a test chamber. The electrode size was 1 cm.
square, and the electrode distance was chosen 1 mm. The
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liquid volume was formed by a hole in a Perspex plate,
covered on both sides by printed circuit electrode boards.
As to make this liquidtight, we used vaauum grease (silicone
grease). Measurements were done with and without liquid
filling.

With this first test chamber it appeared not to be
possible to get a stable response, the current from this
chamber decreased by a factor two within ten minutes after
each refill with liquid. A possible explanation for this
was pollution of the isooctane. We traced the cause :
replacing the Perspex/grease combination by a silicone
rubber plate decreased the effect significantly. So
although the silicone fat did not dissolve quickly in
isooctane (we checked that), it dissolved quickly enough as
to seriously decrease the chambers sensitivity. This
problem was solved by using silicone rubber as closing
material.

•4000
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1000
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-1000 -500

I

-1000

-2000

-3000
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500 1000

—I
Voltage (V)

Liquid

fig 18 : I/V characteristics from the liquid test chamber.

The next step was to construct a liquid filled Image
detector. We used a silicone rubber plate with a square
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hole at the position of the electrodes. For filling of the
chamber, two brass pipes were drilled through the electrode
printed circuit boards. A syringe was used to suck the
liquid into the chamber from a flask. Care had to be taken
to make sure that no air bubbles were left in the chamber.
It appeared that the chamber was not completely airtight but
sufficiently tight to hold the liquid.

Closing Screws

Liquid In

Liquid Out

H.V. Electrode P.C.B.

W. X

Silicone Rubber Plane

Sianal Electrode P.C.B.

fig 19 : Liquid ionisation chamber construction

EXPERIMENT VI

From the first experiment with the liquid filled ionisation
chamber the following observations could be made: The
signal from the detector is comparable to that of an air
filled chamber. To overcome this a higher collecting
voltage than the 75 volt applied so far was necesary. Also
air bubbles should be avoided. Finally we met some problems
with the shape of the detector. As the chamber is closed
near the sides with screws, it becomes concave. This causes
the chamber to be more sensitive on the side3. Of course
the flat field correction will attempt to cancel thi3. But
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unfortunately the sensitivity of the cells cannot be
described by independent horizontal and vertical correction
factors. To illustrate this in its most exaggerated form
take the example of a chamber that is more sensitive in a
center square (fig 20a). If we try to correct for this
reduced sensitivity we have to take horizontal and vertical
correction factors that are larger in the center. If we
apply them to a picture there is an overcorrection in the
corners of the picture (fig 20b). In fig. 20c one can see
this effect in the real case. The chamber is more sensitive
at the edges of the image, but our flat field correction
overcorrects at the corners of the picture. The simplest
way to overcome this is to abandon the idea of independent
horizontal and vertical sensitivity corrections. So we come
to the point for point flat field correction : Each cell
has its own correction factor (fig 20d).

a) Original Image b) Flat Field Corrected

I

c) Flat Field Corrected d) Point Field Corrected

Fig 20 : Problems with the flat field correction

Some pictures from the liquid filled image detector are
presented in figure 21. These pictures were taken with the
cobalt radiotherapy source.
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I
! a) Liquid Pollution (Scaled UD) b) High Sharpness (Filtered)

Fig 21: Liquid filled detector images

Some observationss can be made from these pictures :

- The sharpness of the images is very high,
especially after filtering (fig 21b). The
reason for this improved sharpness is that the
secondary electrons are stopped quickly in the
liquid so that we measure very locally. The
liquid acts as the Perspex plate mentioned in
previous experiments. The effects at the bottom
of the images are caused by a defective
electrometer channel.

- Point for point FFC performs much better than
normal FFC, not only do the corners get better,
but the entire picture becomes of better
quality. Probably small differences in cell
sensitivity caused "noise" in the image.

- As we now correct exactly for each cell
sensitivity, any change in cell sensitivity
becomes clearly visible. In fig 21a we can see
a cloud of insensitivity at a side of the
picture. Probably there is some cause of
pollution there, like solder flux from the
soldering joint for a filling pipe.
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MODIFIED HIGH VOLTAGE CIRCUIT

In order to increase the signal from the liquid
detector we had to apply higher selection voltages.
Therefore we decided to develop a new selection circuit. We
chose not to make an universal circuit which could give
every line an arbitrary high voltage, but to make a circuit
that could only switch lines ON or OFF. This drastically
reduces the complexity of the circuit. But we did not want
to exclude the possibility of a FOURIER type of selection
mode. Therefore we chose to drive the selection stages by a
shift register, so that any ON-OFF combination of the H.V.
electrode strips remained a possibility. There are matrices
with only 1 and -1 elements that have the same properties as
the fourier matrix : the so called Hadamard and Walsh
matrices. We kept the entire selection circuit floating, by
means of optocouplers and a separate power supply, so that
we could freely choose the ON and OFF levels. The
transistors we use can handle a maximum voltage of 300 volt,
so that for DELTA selection we can use elements of 0 and 300
volt, while for HADAMARD selection we can use .elements of
-150 and +150 volt.

I
I
I
I
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Using the new selection circuit we can get signals from
the detector that are much higher than in the air case.
Combined with the higher sharpness, this gives pictures that
are of very good quality. Image processing now also gives
very good results. As a link to the clinical situation we
decided to image the Alderson head phantom (fig 22a). This
phantom consists of a real skull, filled with some sort of
plastic to make the phantom tissue equivalent with respect
to absorption and scattering of ionising radiation. As this
object is much to large to be imaged by our detector, we had
to compile an image from 5 * 5 small pictures, and a program
for this was made. The result of this operation is given in
figure 22b.

a) Alderson Phantom b) Detector Image (Compilation)

fig 22 : Alderson head phantom image

When we apply image processing on these images we can
get image sharpness as good as cell size, while maintaining
a reasonable signal to noise ratio. So we concluded that we
had reached our goal with these slow electronic circuits,
and with this small detector. The next step will be the
development of faster electrometer circuits, and promising
results in this direction are currently being obtained
(Appendix C). The planning is to complete first all faster
electronic circuits, and later to construct a larger image
detector.
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CHAPTER 3

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

In this chapter a technical and mathematical
description of the imaging system and its software in the
latest version is given.

DETECTOR CONFIGURATIONS

The detector system consists of two electrode plates
seperated by a dielectric.

Electrode planes :

The electrode planes are printed circuit boards, the layouts
are given in fig. 23. We use standard photosensitive
double sided printed circuit board (1.6 mm thick, 35 um
copper) for the detector. The following boards are in use :

-WCB 1 :for air ionisations, electrode pitch =
2.51 mm. .electrode width - 1.3 mm. , 30
electrode strips (fig 23a).

- WCB 2 :for liquid ionisations, electrode pitch
= 2.54 mm. , electrode width =1.3 mm. , 30
electrode strips (fig 23b).

The backside and edges of these boards are grounded copper
planes. High voltage and signal electrode boards are
identical, except for the connector. This is mounted on the
ground plane side for the high voltage board, while it is
mounted on the electrode strip side for the signal electrode
board.
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fig 23:PCB's WCB 1, WCB 2

For air ionisation chambers the
tested :

following types were

I
I
I

- Detector with variable electrode plate
separations to create a pure air chamber. The
investigator used distances of 1 mm (detector
L1), 3 mm (detector L3) and 10 mm (detector
L10).

- Detector with electrode plates seperated by
Perspex plates with holes. These holes are
drilled at the crosspoints of H.V. and signal
electrodes (fig 24a). Three Perspex planes were
drilled, two of 3 mm thick, and one of 2 mm
thick. We used the following combinations : P3
(3+3+2 mm Perspex), P2 (3+2 mm Perspex), P1 (2
mm Perspex). In figure 25 a photograph of the
P3 detector with P.C.B. layout photographs on
top for localisation is presented.

For the liquid filled image detector we used :

- Two electrode plates mounted with a 1
silicone rubber closing plane (fig

or 3
24b).

nun
A
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square hole in the silicone rubber serves to
hold the liquid. The liquid we used was
isooctane (2,2,4 methylpentane), spectroscopie
purity. Abbreviations are VI. (1 mm liquid) and
V3 (3 mm liquid)

0

0

o

o

0

e

c

0

0

o

0

0

o

0

)
0

0

0

a) Silicone Rubber Plane | Drilled Perspex Plane

fig 24:Perspex plane and silicone rubber closing plane

It is very important to clean the silicone rubber plane
thoroughly. For this purpose isooctane was used. Under
influence of isooctane the rubber swells slightly, but this
means no harm. The rubber only absorbs some isooctane, but
it does not dissolve, and pollute the liquid.

As to fill the liquid filled image detector two 4 mm
brass pipes are drilled through the upper (high voltage)
electrode plane (fig 19).
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fig 25: Drilled Perspex image detector.
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SELECTION SYSTEM

The selection system consists of the following components :

- Shift register and high voltage driver board.

- High voltage supply.

- Computer interface.

SHIFT REGISTER AND HIGH VOLTAGE DRIVER

+HV

Enable

+HV

10 6 Ohm

,30

r

Latch

30

Shift
Register

Data

Clock

To Computer

Data
Clock
Enable latch

Optocouplers

High Voltage
Supply

High Voltage
Switches

fig 26: Blockscheme selection system

The selection logic is built around a CMOS integrated
circuit shift register of 8 bits, with built in storage
register (latch). Bits from the data input shift through
the register controlled by a clock pulse. The outputs of
the shift register are connected to an eight bit storage
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I register(latch).When not enabled the outputs of the latch are
stabile, while when enabled the outputs of the latch follow
the outputs of the shift register. This allows the shift

- register to be loaded while the outputs do not change.

• In the high voltage driver board four of these IC's are
cascaded. The control inputs are driven through
optocouplers, to keep the circuit electrically floating.
The outputs of the latch drive a high voltage switching
transistor (maximum voltage 300 V). Resistors pull the
collectors to H.V. when the transistors are off (fig 26).
The high voltage is thoroughly decoupled . This is
important because small transients in the selection voltage
cause large current transients, as a result of the
capacitive coupling between high voltage and signal
electrodes in an ionisation chamber.

I
I
I
I

I

Typical applications of this selection system are :

- For delta selection : enable latch
continuously (outputs directly connected to
shift register). To reset the circuit make data
high (ones shifted => transistors on ->
selection electrodes to ground) and clock more
than 30 times to make sure that the register is
completely filled with ones. To select the
first electrode, make data low and clock once.
To select a next electrode, make data high and
clock once. A "low" will travel through the
shift register this way, one by one selecting
the H.V. electrodes.

- For universal selection ( each of the H.V.
electrodes set on or off) : shift in 30 data
bits, i.e. a chosen H.V. profile, while the
latch is not strobed. The shift register now
contains the new selection vector, but the
outputs still contain the old selection vector.
Now the new selection vector can be applied
instantaneously by an "enable" pulse. Loading a
new selection vector can thus be done while
measurements with the old vector are going, thus
reducing the vector loading time apparently to
zero.

The use of optocouplers makes the selection circuit
fully floating so that we are fr*ee to choose any level for

I H.V. and H.V. return. Normally H.V. would be 250 volt

I
and H.V. return 0 volt, thereby creating selection vectors
with zero and non zero elements (for DELTA selection). If
we make H.V. +125 volt and H.V. return -125 volt we get
selection vectors with positive and negative elements equal
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in magnitude, which are usefull for HADAMARD selection (see
chapter 3 : some aspects of selection).

HIGH VOLTAGE SUPPLY

As high voltage supply a standard 0-300 volt stabilised
supply was used.

COMPUTER INTERFACE

2.5 V

Conrouter D/A 1
&

Comparators

7.5 V

Clock Shift Req.

50"

C Q

D

Data Shift Reo.

fig 27: Schematic diagram of the computer interface

I
I
I

An analogue output from the PDP computer is used to
derive the control signals for the selection circuitry.
Comparators are used to create control signals from the
analogue output. A D/A output higher than 7.5 volt is used
as a reset signal. On this signal a FlipFlop is set so that
the data input of the shift register will be low. A D/A
output of less than 2.5 volt will clock this (low) data into
the shift register, and the next D/A voltage higher than 2.5
volt will reset the FlipFlop, so that next clock pulses will
clock in a high data. Thus a low will travel through the
shift register, one by one selecting all high voltage
electrodes. Prior to these operations more than 30 clock
pulses must insure that the whole shift register is filled
with ones. A typical selection analog control signal will
look like this :
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over 30 clocks reset select 1 select .. select 30

flip fior i 1

select <— 1 X / X 30 >

I
The advantage of using an analogue signal for

controlling these circuits is that we need only one control
line for all functions.

The selection analog control signal for randomly
selecting any H.V. profile using the same computer
interface might be :

10 V. XXX XXX XXX XXX
5 V. -XXX-i r-XXX-i rXXX-t rXXX-i j

Sel no 30 .. .. 1 < — measure — >

Here "XXX" means either 5 V or 10 V , depending on the
desired state of the H.V. electrode. If we want to have
advantage of the extra register in the selection circuit, a
new computer interface has to be made, that can also control
the latch enable line.
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CURRENT DETECTOR SYSTEM

This system consists of the following components :

- Current integration capacitors and readout
circuit (signal path).

- Reed relay control logic.

- Computer interface.

- Differential amplifier.

SIGNAL PATH

Integration

Capacitors

30

Select

Relay Control
Reset
: Clock
Discharoe

to Computer

Electrometer Buffer

Discharge

fig 28:Schematic diagram of the signal path.

Thirty
charge. For
a signal of 1
be connected
reed contacts
be achieved
alternatively

capacitors of 1 nF collect the ionisation
a one second integration period this results in
mV per pA input current. These capacitors can
one by one to a readout/reset circuit through
1-30. Reseting the integrating capacitors can
by closing the discharge relay, followed by
closing relay 1 through 30.

An opamp selected for low input current serves as a
voltage follower and line driver. Measuring the voltage of
the integration capacitors can be done by cycling relays 1
through 30. The input current from the readout amplifier is
relatively unimportant, as the integration period is much
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longer than the readout time. In our oase the integration
time was mostly set to 1.5 s. , while the readout time of
one capacitor was 0.05 s. During the integration period
relay 0 is closed, so that the potential on one side of
relays 1 to 30 is zero volt, thereby reducing leakage
current into the capacitors.

SIGNAL PATH CONSTRUCTION

Great care has been taken to prevent leakage currents.
This means that the sensitive input lines may nowhere "see"
anything at a non-zero potential, as this could cause
spurious ionisation chamber operation or currents might run
through badly isolating material (like finger prints on any
surface). Thus guarding (surrounding lines by guard) is an
effective method for preventing (limiting) leakage. In this
drawing you can see a cross-section of the current detector
input construction, as it was designed and built.

Shielding

Connector Buffer Amp

Heavily Shielded Input Construction

fig 29.-Signal path construction

REED RELAY CONTROL CIRCUIT

This is a counter circuit which will select each input
relay one by one. A reset signal serves to select relay 1,
and every clock pulse will select a next relay. To prevent
relay closure overlap, all relays are disabled for 10 ms
after each clock pulse. At the end of the 30 relay readout
cycle, the discharge relay is enabled to keep the amplifier
inputat ground level.thereby minimising leakage across relay
contacts 1-30. Furthermore a discharge input will activate
relay 0, and allow a cycle that discharges all integrating
capacitors.
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COMPUTER INTERFACE

An analogue output from the radiotherapy departments
mini-computer is used to control the current detectors
functions. This is not the same output that was used to
control the selection logic, but an equivalent interface
circuit is used. The following voltage levels were used :

0 volt

6.6 => 3.3 volt

6.6 volt

10 volt

Reset counters, thereby selecting relay 1

Advance counters, to select a next relay

Inactive

Enable discharge relay

A typical analog control signal might look like this :

DISCH
INACT
ADV
RESET

RELAY p
< — reset cycle — > < — readout cycle — >

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

Input

Differential Amplifier Gain and Filter Stage Offset Stage

fig 30:Schematic diagram of the differential amplifier

»

I

Thi3 differential amplifier rejects the ground loop
errors that are always present in a system with such long
cables. The differential input stage has an amplification
factor of 10 times. The next stage is an amplifier with
adjustable gain from 0.2 to 1000 times. Various filter
capacitors can be switched in parralel with the feedback
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resistor to select an appropriate RC filter time constant.
When using the slow relay circuit we mostly selected a RC
time of 1 ms. This allows the output to settle completely
in the readout time of 20 ms. (Settling time to 1 % is JJ.6
RC time.) The purpose of so many gain settings was to
optimise the system's dynamic range (highest signal = full
A/D scale). The last stage of this circuit adds a voltage
of 5 volt to the signal so that voltages of [-5,5] volt are
scaled to [0,10] volt, which is the input range of the A/D
converter.
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CONTROL SOFTWARE

All software for the image detector i3 written in
FORTRAN. The software can be divided into the following
parts :

- Image detection and reconstruction

- Selection drive

- Detection drive

- Corrections on measured data

- Producing an visible image

- Image enhancement

- Determination of the systems
response

- Calculatation of filter matrices

- Application of filters to images

SELECTION CONTROL

Voltage sequences for the Selector Computer Interface
were simply generated using the D/A output subroutine and a
WAIT subroutine.

DETECTION CONTROL

Reading out the currents involves :

- Reseting all integration capacitors

- Wait some time (integration time)

- Read out the voltages of the capacitors

A D/A output subroutine is used to generate the control
voltage sequences required by the Detection Computer
Interface. Detector output signals are sampled with the A/D
input subroutine and stored in an array which i3 stored on
file at the end of the imaging program. In figure 31 the
time schedule for measuring a complete image is shown. Here
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the waiting period between reseting the integration
capacitors and reading them out is chosen zero, resulting in
an integration period of 1.5 s, which does not occur
simultaneously for all channels. In the figure this is
illustrated by showing integration periods 1 and 15.

t

1.5 s

Readout <
1.5 s

Selection Uait 4 1

0.1 •

Integration Period I
i l.S s

Integration Period 15 1 « '

I

Sel 2 S e l 30

fig 31:Time schedule for acquisition of image data
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CORRECTIONS ON MEASURED DATA

The following corrections were performed :

- Offset correction : correction for leakage,
channel for channel

- Flat field correction : correction for
differences in sensitivity, either channel for
channel, or for each image point.

OFFSET CORRECTION

The data needed for this correction were measured just
before a picture was acquired. By selecting none of the
high voltage electrodes (with radiation ON, as radiation
influences leakage), we measure the offset signals. To make
sure that noise in these signals does not influence the
corrected picture too much, we performed this measurement 10
times, and averaged the results. The offset data were
stored together with the image data in a file, so that the
actual correction was performed afterwards.

FLAT FIELD CORRECTION

Two variants of this correction are in use :

- Independent horizontal and vertical
sensitivity correction

- Point for point sensitivity correction

Flat field correction involves measuring a "flat"
(fully irradiated) picture from which sensitivity deviations
are calculated. This calculation can be performed either
for selection and detection channels averaged, so that
independent horizontal and vertical corrections are
obtained, or for each image point separately. The actual
correction consists of dividing either row and collumns, or
each point with its relative sensitivity.
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PRODUCING AN IMAGE

The images were displayed on a Siemens viewing console
for C.T. images (Evaluskop) which is connected to a PDP
11A4. This viewing console shows an image of 256 * 256
points with a 12 bit gray scale. For contrast enhancement,
different level and window settings of the gray scale can be
chosen. A gray value of (level - 1/2 window) or smaller is
displayed as black, while a value of (level + 1/2 window) or
larger is displayed as white. Furthermore standard software
is available for image processing such as adding,
subtracting, rotating, enlarging, sharpening, smoothening,
etc. To present an image a file must be made which is
compatible to the viewing console file format. As our
images mostly are 30 by 30 points, we can expand each point
of our data array to an 8 by 8 square on the display. The
data can be scaled to fit better in the gray scale. These
functions are implemented in our general matrix manipulation
program "MANIPU". A program "SPEVA" (Special EVA) was made
to convert a data file to a rastered image as we use in this
paper (fig 32). In such a picture a high level is
represented by a large circle, while a low level is
represented by a small circle.

a) Oriqinal Imaae b) Rastered Image

fig 32:Picture rastering
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IMAGE ENHANCEMENT

DETERMINATION OF THE DELTA RESPONSE OF THE SYSTEM

To determine the systems point spread function
(detector output on sharp point input) we used the following
procedure. If we assume that the PSF is circle symmetric,
we can suffice with the determination of the PSF in one
dimension. This can be done by measuring a sharp edge. For
this purpose a block of lead that covered half the detector
was put in the radiation field (fig 33a). We apply all
normal corrections on this image, and then average it over
rows or collumns, depending on the orientation of the block
(fig 33b). This gives a one-dimensional function that
describes the step-response. To find the point or
delta-response this function was differentiated. This
delivers the PSF, as a differentiated step is a delta
function and the blurring is described by a lineair process,
so that the differentiated response delivers the point
spread function. As we deal with discrete functions, we
perform the differentiation of a function F by the following

F'(1)=0 (fig 33e).

The measured PSF is not noise free, and so not suited
for further calculations. Therefore this profile was fitted
with a sum of gaussian functions with the same maximum
position (fig 33c). We chose for gaussian functions as they
have the characteristics of the point spread function, that
is : They are symmetric, and approach zero for large
distances from the maximum. Furthermore it seemed logical
to choose gaussian functions, as the spreading of radiation
is by nature a stochastical process. It appeared that most
PSF's could be described closely by a sum of two gaussians.
The theoretical background for this is not of importance,
because we are only interested in a good practical
desciptio*, to allow further calculations. But we guess
that we can do with a sum of two gaussians as we deal with
two blurring processes :

- unsharpness causes by the size of the
radiation source (penumbra effect).

- unsharpness caused by secundary electron
spreading in the detector.
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a) Edqe Itnace
b) Averaqed Edge Response

c) Differentiated 8 Fitted

fig 33determination of the delta response of the system

CALCULATION OF FILTERS

Two methods for the determination of image restoration
filters were implemented.

- Inverse filtering

- Least squares inverse filtering

The second method can be thought to be an adapted version of
the first method, while the first method can be thought to
be a special case of the second method.

INVERSE FILTERING

For the filtering methods we assume that the blurring
processes can be described by matrix multiplications. That
this is a reasonable assumption can be seen in the following
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example.

1 1 / 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 / 2 1 1 / 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 / 2 0 0 0

0 1 / 2 1 1 / 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
O

0 0 1 / 2 1 1 / 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 / 2 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 / 2 11 /2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 / 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

[ f i l t e r matrix] o [picture matrix] - [ f i l tered image]

As can be seen, a matrix multiplication of a filter matrix,
with the image matrix, has the effect of a one dimensional
filtering. The filter matrix must be a symmetrical
circulant matrix, so that it has the same symmetric
filtering effect on all image points. If we want to
describe a filtering in two dimensions we can do this by a
double matrix multiplication. As reversing the sequence of
filter and image matrix causes the filtering effect to be in
the other direction, the formula becomes :

F o I o H = I'

where :
F = vertical filter matrix
H = horizontal filter matrix

I - original sharp image
I'= blurred image

If we assume that the physical blurring process can
mathematicaly be described by the above mentioned formula,
then it is possible to determine I (original sharp image)
from I' (measured blurred image). Therefore a knowledge of
F and H is necessary. Once F and H are known we can deduce

-1 -1 -1 -1
F o F I o H o H - F o I ' o H ->

-1 -1
I - F O I' O H

Thus if we have the matrices F and H we can restore the
sharp image from the measured blurred one, using the last
formula. How the filter matrix can be determined can be
seen if you apply a typical filter matrix to a point image.
Such an operation will give a blurring in one direction, and
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the resultant matrix will contain the values of one row of
the filter matrix. So we can construct a filter matrix by
taking the one dimensional point spread function (fig 34a)
and putting this along the diagonal of a matrix (fig 34b).
We should do this for both horizontal and vertical PSF's,
but it appeared that those PSF's could be chosen identical
in the case of our detector.

a) Delta Resnonse b) Filter Matrix

Presented as image

I
I

fig 34:One dimensional PSF and filter matrix

Next the only step will be to invert this matrix and apply
this to a picture as in the last formula. The only thing
that needs to be solved now is that the filter matrix has
edge effects, because a non-zero image edge, will be seen as
a sharp edge in the image, and thus will give strong edge
effects.(fig 35a) To prevent this we have to adapt a filter
matrix so that it has no effect on an evenly radiated image
field. In the matrix multiplication a point in the
resultant matrix gets the value of the sum of the values in
the collumn in the filter matrix that corresponds to the
location of the image point. So if we adapt collumns so
that their sum always equals 1 (by scaling) we get a matrix
that will show no edge effects.(fig 35b) We called this a
normalised filter matrix. For the horizontal filter the
same holds, except that we have to scale the rows. To
maintain unity in the filter matrix representation we
decided to adapt the formulas by replacing H by H
transposed, so that we can use the same matrix for
horizontal and vertical filter, if we include the
transposition of H in the filter operation.

Another problem with the matrix representation of
filtering is that most two dimensional filters cannot be
described by successively applying a horizontal and vertical
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filter (which in fact is the same problem as is met with
flat field correction). Fortunately the error that is
introduced by this simplification is not very serious, it
causes some overcorrection on diagonal edges in the image,
which is not very disturbing (fig 35). Note the error
introduced in the lower part of the image, caused by a
defective electrometer channel.

a) Filtered without normalisation b) Filtered with normalisation

fig 35: Inverse filtering, edge effects

LEAST SQUARES INVERSE FILTERING

A disadvantage of the inverse filtering technique is
that it is very sensitive to noise in the measured picture.
A method to improve this technique is to adapt a filter
matrix so that it is a compromise between image restoration
and noise suppression. The theory we found about this in [
8 ] use fourier transforms to obtain filtering effects. A
convolution of two functions (blurring one function with an
other) can be done by multiplying fourier transforms :

g h => F G = H

with :
f = input image
g = blurring PSF
h = blurred image
® = convolution

F,G,H are the fourier transforms of f,g,h

If the functions h and g are known, then it is possible to
reconstruct f using fourier transforms, because :

F - (1 / G) H

So we need to fourier transform h and g, and the inverse
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fourier transform of the quotient H / G delivers f. We
can also express this as :

f = ( IFT (1 / G) ) ® h

In this formula IFT() denotes an inverse fourier
transform. Serious problems arise if certain points of G
approach zero. These spatial frequency components will be
erased in the measured picture, by the blurring process, but
the inverse filtering algorithm will blow these frequencies
enormously, as 1 / G will approach infinity. The only
effect of these high 1 / G values is that noise, which is
present in all spatial frequencies, will be amplified
enormously.

In the least squares filter theory [ 9 ], it is shown
that in the presence of noise (noise-to-signal-power-ratio
N/S2) an optimal (in the least squares sence) image can be
obtained by adapting the deconvolution formula to :

2 2 2
f = ( IFT(1 / G * ( G / ( G + N/S )) )) x h

<- weigthting factor ->

In this formula a weighting factor is built in, in order to
suppress too high values for 1 / G . If we use this
deconvolution formula, we get an optimal least squares fit
between the undegraded image, and the image that was
reconstructed from an image degraded with PSF g and with
additive noise of magnitude N/S. We mostly did not
determine N/S, but instead used this as a parameter for
filtering. Using a high value for N/S renders a filter
which has strong noise suppressing characteristics, while
using a low value for N/S renders a filter that strongly
sharpens the blurred image, at the cost of noise. To apply
this theory we used the one dimensional PSF as base. It is
fourier transformed, inversed using a weighting factor and
then backtransformed. The resultant is a one dimensional
inverse PSF which is expanded to a (normalised) filter
matrix as described on page 3~20.
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APPLYING FILTERS TO IMAGES

For our small 30 * 30 point images, we used the matrix
formula that was mentioned in Inverse filtering, but we also
made compilations, from multiple small images. These images
contain much more points, and matrix multiplication becomes
unpractical. Instead we used a convolution program. This
uses the convolution formula :

I = input image
I' = output image
F - filter matrix

In this formula k and 1 only have to run over a limited
range, in which the filter matrix has non zero elements
(mostly 3*3 to 10*10). Corrections for edge effects have to
be included. If we apply our filter matrices to a single
point image, we get the function that describes the blurring
of each image point (two dimensional). A convolution of a
large image with this matrix can now be done in much less
calculation time than was needed in the case of matrix
multiplications. The Alderson head phantom images have been
filtered this way.
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SOME ASPECTS OF SELECTION

Having created the possibility of various selection
methods on intuitive grounds, its high time to see whether
advantage of these methods can be shown theoretical. The
main question is : how do quantum noise and amplifier noise
influence the image quality, for various selection methods.
So we are going to calculate the covariance of noise in the
reconstructed image points.

If we consider one signal electrode from the image
detector, the current it produces can be found by adding the
current from each matrix cell,i.e. signal electrode / H.V.
electrode crosspoint. The current from a single ionisation
chamber can be described by :

I(i) = current at cell i
f( ) = I / V characteristic
R(i) = radiation at cell i
V(i) = voltage at cell i

In the case of low radiation intensity and low voltages this
can be simplified to :

I = f V(i) R(i)

f « constant of multiplication

The total current from a signal electrode will be :

f

i

In vector notation we can describe this as :

S = f ( . ) o ( . )
( . ) ( . )
( V(30)) ( R(30))

We can substitute M(i) for f V(i) and write :

S = in o r

We may denote the quantum noise in r by writing r+q :

S - m o (r + q)
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We may regeat these measurement 30 times for different
vectors m and groug these vectors into a matrix M. The dot
products of m and r may then be descibed by a matrix
operation on the vector r. The row vectors of this matrix M
are the selection vectors m(i). Unfortunately we cannot
describe the dot products of m and q in this way, as q is a
random variable, and is different for each dot product!
Therefore we will denote the combined dot products of m and
cf by c.p. The notation c/p will become clear later on when
we will calculate the covariance matrix of this c."p. The
amplifier for the signal 's will also contribute noise, and
we will group these noise signals into a vector "n. So we
get :

s = M."r + c.p + n

We want to reconstruct vector "r from the signal 13, so we
must calculate the inverse matrix of M, and apply this to "s

-1 ̂  -1 ^ -1 _ "I _
M ."s = M M.r + M .c."p + M .n

This gives :

-1
M ."s =

-1
M .c.p +

-1
M ."n

If we want to minimise the noise in the reconstructed signal
we have to minimise the variance of the last two terms. We
will treat both terms independently and start with the last
one. The covariance matrix of a random signal n(i) with
zero mean is defined by :

COV(n>C(i,j)=E{n(i)*n(j)}

E{ } stands for expectation operator

If we assume n(i) to be white noise with variance <r and
consider that for white noise the covariance is zero
(definition), the covariance matrix will be :

2

cr

( 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 )
( 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 )
( 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 )
( 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 )

0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1

From the theory of noise propagation it
covariance matrix of M."n can be found by

follows that the
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t
COV(M.rï) = M COV(n) M

t
M = M transposed

As we know that COV(n) equals O'times the unit matrix we
get for the covariance of the last term :

-1 -1 -1t
COV(M .n) = CT M M

If we choose an orthogonal matrix for M so that M transposed
equals M inversed, apart from a constant factor, the last
matrix product gives a multiple of the unit matrix. The
covariance matrix will therefore also be a multiple of the
unit matrix giving uncorrelated noise contributions to the
reconstructed signal. Whether this is an optimal choise is
a matter of debate. Possibly a reduction of variance at the
cost of covariance can be achieved. We did not further
investigate this possibility, but insisted on choosing
orthogonal matrices for M. For M we thus can write :

M = c 0

M = selection matrix
0 = orthonormal matrix

c = constant of multiplication

For s we get :

s = c o 7 + c p + n

And af ter reconstruct ion :

M"i* - c 0 cO~r + c 0 c"p + c 0 ~n

^ - 1 ^ -1 - U
= r + O p + c O n

The constant c in these formulas is the same as _̂ in the
quantum noise contribution c."p . This mean3 that "p stands
for the relative quantum noise contribution, if using a
matrix 0. This was done because quantum noise does not
depend on absolute cell sensitivity. Now we can calculate
the covariance matrix of the amplifier noise :

-1_^ -2 -1 ^ -
COV(M "n) - c 0 COV(ri) 0



The next step is to calculate the covarianee matrix of the
quantum noise. The number of particles per detector cell
per unit time is poisson distributed. For large counts this
can be approximinated by a normal distribution with a
variance equal to the number of counted particles. As the
relation between signal current and number of particles is
not yet calculated, we only assume a linear relation between
radiation intensity and variance of quantum noise. So we
can write :
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-1 ^ 2 - 1 ^ -1t
COV(M c.p) = c M COV(p) M

-1 ^ -1t
O COV(p) 0

It appears that quantum noise in the reconstructed image
does not depend on absolute cell sensitivity, as could be
expected, but only on the choice of the orthonormal matrix.

Now we are able to calculate the effects of quantum
noise and amplifier noise for various choices of the
orthonormal matrix 0. Important is that the cell
sensitivities in the matrix m are bound to a maximum, either
by cell saturation, or practical by a high voltage limit.
We may choose the dimensions such that this maximum value
equals 1. This means that the value c, the multiplication
factor between the orthonormal matrix 0 and the selection
matrix M is bound to a maximum, which equals one in the case
of delta selection, in which 0 = 1 . So we get :

c=

COV(M~'

=1

c

DELTA

=>

_

SELECTION

-1 _̂
COV(M n)

COV(p)

(R(1) 0

( 0 R(2)

( 0 0

(0 =

2

= 0"

0

0

R(3)

unit

I

0

0

0

matrix)

0 )

0 )

0 )

( o O R(N)

HADAMARD SELECTION ( 0 = hadamard matrix)

A Hadamard matrix is an orthonormal matrix with only 1 and
-1 elements, apart from a constant factor 1 / V N . A
simular matrix is the Walsh matrix, for which the same
deduction holds. An example for n-8 :
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( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 )

( 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 )

( 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 -1 -1 )

( 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 )
1 / ïTS"

( 1 - 1 1-1 1-1 1 -1 )

( 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 1-1 1 )

( 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 )

( 1 - 1 - 1 1-1 1 1 -1 )

> COV(M n) - 1 / N O" I

-1 -1 - 1 t
COV(M c."p) = H COVfp1) H

By writing out the matrix product we find :

( r O O O O )

( O r O O O )

( O O r O O )

( O O O r O )

( O O O O r )

r • averaged radiation intensity

So that the quantum noise is distributed over
all reconstructed cells.

Hadamard selection is in fact an optimal choice, as all
selection vector elements are maximal at the same time.
This means that the row vector length in M is maximal ( vHï*
), so that c is maximal (row vector lenght in an orthonormal
matrix is 1). C maximal means that amplifier noise is
reduced to a minimal level. Other advantages of the
Hadamard selection are :
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- Quantum noise distributed over all
reconstructed cells.

- No effect of the current-to-voltage
characteristic of the ionisation chambers, as
this characteristic is an odd function.
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QUANTUM NOISE ESTIMATION

In measuring radiation quantity, noise is always
present due to the fundamental nature of the processes:
quantum noise. To calculate this noise we have to know the
number of interactions that contribute to the signal. The
variance of the noise equals the number of
interactions. It is not adequate to consider the number of
photons that pass through a single detector cell, as not all
photons interact with the detector. But it is also not
enough to consider the photons that interact. An
interaction can happen anywhere in the detector and the
resultant electrons may or may not deliver their energy
inside the ionisation medium, so that only a certain
fraction of the interacting photons will contribute to the
signal, those that interact near the ionisation medium.

To estimate the quantum noise, we have to make a rough
estimation of the number of photons that interact in the
detector. As the thickness of the detector is comparable to
the electron range, we may assume that most of the
interacting photons contribute to the signal current. The
cobalt radiotherapy machine has an activity of about 3000
curie. This means that there are about 3000 * 3.7e1O
decaying atoms per second or 10e1 ̂1 per second. Most of our
measurements are done at about one meter distance from the
source. The surface of a sphere with one meter radius is
about 10e5 cm square, so that we have about 10e9 photons per
square cm per second. Only a small fraction of these
photons will have an interaction in the detector, and if we
measure the attenuation of a photon beam passing through the
detector we can estimate this fraction, assuming that all
interactions are "all or nothing". This is a worst case
assumption, as many "small" interactions cause a lower
quantum noise than a few "large" interactions. We measured
the following attenuation coefficients :

electrode board 0.7 %
air filled chamber 1.3 %
liquid filled chamber 1.5 %

So we can conclude that only about 10e7 photons per cm
square per second will contribute to the signal. As our
detectors cells are 0.25 cm by 0.25 cm and we inte grate
over about 1 second we expect to measure about 1e6
interactions. This renders a fluctuation of about 1e3
interactions, so that we can expect a quantum noise of about
0.1 I. Important is that this quantum noise does not depend
strongly on the detector configuration !. The difference
between an air filled and a liquid filled detector is that
one interaction produces more signal in the case of liquid,
which however, has no influence on the relative quantum
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noise. Of course the effect of amplifier noise becomes less
important in the liquid detector, as this noise is of a
constant magnitude, and the signal will be much greater.

The quantum noise level that is estimated here may not
be alarming, but if we want to expand to larger and faster
systems, the integration period has to be reduced by a
factor 100, rendering a quantum noise of about 1 %, which
will surely be a limiting factor.
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RESULTS

In the previous chapters, and also in the appendices,
many experiments and their results have been described.
Therefore I will restrict myself in this chapter to
summarize the current "state of the art" :

- Overview of the performance of various
detector configurations.

- Photograph of the detector testing set-up in
the present state

- Presentation of interesting test-object
exposures.
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PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW OF VARIOUS DETECTOR CONFIGURATIONS

TABLE OF CHARACTERISTICS

Type

ype

L1
L3
L10

P1
P2
P3

V1
V3

Signal

2.9
9.4
11.6

2.0
1.8

53
32

Noise

4
0.
0.

3
2
2

0.
0 .

5 if
3 %

%
%

2 %
3 %

PSF

8
10
13

5
5
5

5
5

Vsat

10
30
60

20
40
60

>1000
>1000

: Type of detector .

L : pure air filled detector.
1,3.10 : 1,3,10 mm dielectric thickness

P : drilled Perspex plate detector.
1,2,3 : 1 plate ( 2 mm), 2 ( 5 mm), 3 ( 8 mm)

V : liquid filled detector.
1,3 : 1,3 mm dielectric thickness

Signal : Signal in pA at full iradiation (100 cm distance)
with the cobalt radiotherapy source (3000 curie),
(air kerma rate 0.50 Gy / min. at detector level)

Noise : Signal to noise ratio (.%).
Noise (RMS) estimated from uniform exposure.

PSF : Full widht at half maximum of PSF (mm).
Calculated using fitted PSF (worst case).
Note that PSF includes unsharpness caused by the
penumbra effect due to source dimensions.

Vsat : Saturation voltage (90 % signal).

I
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In figure 36 the fitted Point Spread Functions of various
normal sized detectors (electrode pitch 2.51* mm) are
combined for comparison purposes. These PSF's have been
calculated using an Edge Spread Function. In these figures
the unsharpness caused by source size is included. Source
size is about 20 mm, source - edge distance is 800 mm, and
source detector distance is 1000 mm; So that penumbra size
is about H mm.

Air 10 mm

0 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 8 1011121314151B17 IS 192021222324252827282330

Selection strip nr

fig 36: Combined PSF's for the normal sized detector
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OVERVIEW PHOTOGRAPH OF DETECTOR TESTING SET-UP

On the following page a photograph of the image
detector system is presented.

Explanatory :

1 = Cobalt radiotherapy source

2 = Alderson head phantom on a tray

3 = Patient table top

*} = Ionisation chamber matrix

5 = High Voltage selection electronics

6 = 30 channel electrometer electronics (appendix C)

7 = Liquid container flask

8 = Liquid sucking syringe

9 = Signal cable

10= Control cables

11= Polystyrem foam Blocks

Not on this photograph are the interface electronics.
Note that for practical use the detector would be mounted
below (a window in) the table.
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fig 37: Detector teat set-up
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INTERESTING TEST EXPOSURES

BARS PHANTOM IMAGES

The "bars" phantom is the oldest phantom we have in use
(fig 38). It consists of copper bars of various size (10 mm
thick), mounted at various distances using screws and rings.
The smallest bar is 2 mm wide and the smallest spacing is
also 2 mm. Note that in some test images the screws can be
seen running through the copper.

fig 38: "Bars" phantom (scale 1:1 ,10 mm thick)
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a) Drilled Perspex Detector Image (Sept 1983)

b) Conventional Megavoltage Photograph c) Liquid Filled Detector Image (Jan 1984)

fig 39: "Bars" phantom teat images
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HOLES PHANTOM

The "holes" phantom is a Cerrosafe (high attenuation
for megavolt photon radiation) block of 11 mm thick (fig
40). Holes of various size and distance have been drilled
in the block for testing spatial resolution. For testing
contrast resolution holes of various depht (1.5 mm, 4 mm, 6
mm, 8 mm, 10 mm) have been drilled.

fig 40: "Holes" phantom (scale 1:1, 11 mm thick)
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a) Conventional Megavoltage Photograph b) Liquid Filled Detector Image

fig H1 : "Holes" phantom images
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ALDERSON HEAD PHANTOM IMAGES

As a link to a clinical situation we imaged the head of
the Alderson phantom (fig 12). This phantom is much too
large to be imaged by the small detector in one image,
therefore 25 images of each head part were taken and
compiled to one large image (fig 13b). Image enhancement
has been applied (laplace filter = edge enhancement), in
figure 43c.

fig 12:Alderson phantom
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a) Conventional Megavoltage Photograph

b) Liquid Detector Image (Compilation) c) Same Image, Edge Enhancement Applied

fig 43s Alderson head phantom images
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

A small and slow prototype megavoltage
has been designed and built.

image detector

In this report I have described how step by step
we were led to the megavoltage image detector in
its present state. Using the improved
electrometer circuit described in Appendix C we
obtain a system that meets the specifications
stated in the Introduction. We must keep in
mind, however, that this detector might not be
the only possible detector. The major drawback
of the detector described is that of the N by N
image points only N points are measured
simultaneously, so that most information is
lost. That it is yet possible to obtain a
reasonable image within a short time is only due
to optimal component choice, so that quantum
noise is the major limiting factor. An image
detector using a linear array of semiconductors
[ 6 ], however, has the same disadvantages. In
addition the required mechanical movement of
such a device makes it much less elegant.

2 - Expansion to larger and faster systems seems possible.

To obtain a practical useful detector, image
acquisition speed has to be improved, which
saems possible using the improved electrometer
under development (Appendix C). The major
limiting factor will be quantum noise.

3 - Simple computer image restoration and enhancement of the
pictures has been applied and gives satisfactory
results.

- Advanced selection techniques have been studied and
appear to have promising possibilities.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A : Demagnetisation Experiment

Purpose

A simple experimental set-up has been made to measure
the demagnetisation of a commercial ferrite core by a photon
flux as applied in radiation therapy. The purpose was to
check the attractive possibility of a self integrating image
detector, organised like a ferrite core computer memory.

Method

A ferrite core toroid transformer is magnetised by a large
positive current through the primary windings (fig 1). This
transformer was exposed to radiation. The magnetic flux
change is determined by integrating the voltage at the
secondary windings when applying a large negative current
through the primary windings. Any demagnetisation will
result in a smaller flux change, and therefore in a smaller
integrator output.

Radiation

Output

Current Sources _j_ Integrator

Transformer

fig 1: Demagnetisation measurement circuit

Results

The circuit was tested by demagnetisation the transformer
using a small permanent magnet. The circuit appeared to be
very accurate (about 0.1 %). The results for a
demagnetisation period of 5 minutes :

No radiation
Cobalt source ( 1 m )

Integrator Signal

137.0(1) mV
136.9(1) mV

We may conclude that this photon flux does not induce any
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measurable demagnetisation at all.
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• APPENDIX B : Electron Distribution Experiment

Purpose

Determination of the angular distribution of secondary
electrons at a photon-eleotron radiation conversion.

Method

A small radiation beam (pencil beam) was formed using the
cobalt-60 radiotherapy source and a pin-hole collimator (fig
1a). Photographs were taken of this beam with and without a
copper converter plate, at various distances d (fig 1a),
The resultant photographs were scanned through the beam
center with a densitometer. Film blackening is caused both
by primary photons and by secondary electrons from the
converter plate. Under the assumption that the photon beam
is not significantly attenuated by the converter plate, the
resulting secondary electron distribution can be found by
subtracting density profiles with and without converter
plate (fig 1b and 1c). The logarithmic film density is
approximately proportional to the dose received by the
photographic film.
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Cobalt Source

•Col lima tor

Converter Plate
-id

, 'j ̂  Photographic Film

a) Experimental Setup
b', Density Profile

With Converter Plate

c) Density Profile
Without Converter Plate

d) Density Profile
Difference ( b - c )

fig 1: Determination of electron angular distribution

Results

Photographs were taken without converter, and for converter
plate thickness of 0.05, 0.25, and 1.0 mm copper, at
distances of 0 to 10 mm. Of the subtracted profiles for
various distances between converter and film the full width
at half maximum (FWHM) was determined (fig 2a). The results
are given in figure 2b. From this figure the angles were
determined to which half of the central electron beam
intensity was scattered (to both sides)

Converter Thickness Angle of beam FWHM (oe)

0 mm
0.05 mm
0.25 mm
1.0 mm

0.
M5.
61.
65.

Note that in fact the scattering angles are worse, because
no correction was performed for the dependence of d on the
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angle c*.

1.0 mn Copper

Copper

b)

Converter plate

Incominn
Photon Beam

0 urn Copper

5 10

Distance d (nut)

Electron Density Profile

Fig 2: FWHM at various converter plate-film distances d.

Conclusions

Secondary electron scattering angle for a photon-electron
conversion is noticeable, also for thin converter plates.
For thicker converter plates the angle becomes about 65.
(to either side). For high spatial resolution a detector
should therefore be placed very close to the converter
plate, and the detector should be thin.
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APPENDIX C : An improved electrometer circuit

Purpose

To design and build a thirty channel electrometer circuit
that allows flexible applications: in principle all input
channels should be integrating simultaneously over a
variable period of 10 to 1000 tns.

Method

As it is not feasible to connect much circuitry to the
sensitive electrometer input lines because of electric
leakage considerations, we decided to buffer each input line
with an electrometer current-voltage converter. This
converter consists of a low input current operational
amplifier with a 10 GOhm (10e10) feedback resistor.

In order to save electronic circuitry near the
ionistion chambers, we did not connect each buffered input
line to an integrator, but instead we only filtered the
signal with a simple RC filter. The thirty filtered
channels are connected to a multiplexer (multi pole switch),
whose output is amplified and connected to the A/D converter
of a mini computer (fig 1). The idea behind this is: If we
can sample all thirty channels (input sweep) in such a short
time, that each filtered signal does not change
significantly between subsequent sweeps, it becomes possible
to perform integration of the input signal in a digital way.
Therefore more input sweeps of all thirty channels are
performed, and the results are averaged by the computer.
The filter already performs "some preliminary integration".
It is necessary to choose the total filter RC time as short
as possible (without sacrificing integration efficiency),
because high voltage electrode switching causes amplifier
overload, whose recovery time is partially determined by the
filter RC time. Also long RC times cause "crosstalk"
between subsequent measurements.
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Filters

I pF

Control Circuit

To Computer

Variable Gain
Buffer tap

0.47 uF ~"~ High Speed
= - Multiplexer

Electrometer
Current to Voltage
Converters

fig 1: Schematic diagram of the thirty channel electrometer

Results

1 - Electrometer stage :

Various operational amplifier IC's have been
tested in the electrometer input stage. We
measured the equivalent input offset, which is
the sum of amplifier offset voltage, and input
current through the feedback resistor. The
latter value is given as an equivalent input
current. Also the output noise level was
measured, which is given as an equivalent input
noise. The noise level is limited by the
feedback resistor noise, which is about 100 uV,
or about 0.01 pA equivalent input noise (RMS).
Furthermore it was determined whether stray
radiation influenced the IC. The results are :

Opamp AD515 CA3JJ20 CA313O

Offset 0.3 pA <0.1 pA 0.5 pA 2 pA
Noise 0.03 pA 0.03 pA 0.05 pA 0.1 pA
Rad sens + - - +
Price f 20 f 150 f 5 f 2

2 - Digital integration

A simple program was written to calculate the
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performance of a digital integrator. The delta
response (in time) of the two pole filter was
calculated analytical :

f(t)
1

RC1

1

RC1-RC2

-t/RCI
e

-t/RC1
(e

1

RC2

-t/RC2
e ]

-t/RC2
e

I t >

When a sample is taken from a filtered signal,
this contains information from before the
sample, weighted with the reversed delta
response (fig 2a). This can be understood as
the filtering process is a convolution, and
every point of a convolution is caused by
integrating the input signal multiplied by the
reversed delta response. As this is a delta
response, we can write (constant input signal
not influenced for this type of low pass
filters) :

I f dt = 1

Calculating ƒ f2 dt gives the variance reduction
of a white noise input signal by the filter, so
that 1 / (ƒ f2 dt) gives the effective
integration time, as compared to an ideal
integrator (fig 2f). For the two pole filter
delta response this gives 2(RC1+RC2). In fig
2b,2c,2d,2e more samples taken over a period of
100 ms, are averaged so that the input weighting
function becomes (apart from the required
normalisation factor) :

ftot =2-1 f(t-iftt)

The effective integration time is calculated.
It appears that sampling at about 1 to 2 times
(RC1+RC2) gives a reasonable integration
operation. In the other case, when the input
sweep time is fixed (determined by computer and
A/D converter speed), the minimal total filter
RC time can be 0.5 to 1 sweep time. Note that
if N samples are taken with such a time interval
that they are uncorrelated, the effective
integration time becomes 2 N (RC1+RC2) (fig 2b,
N»2).
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a)

2 Samples
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fig 2: Input weighting functions for combined
digital and analog integration.

Note that (digital) deconvolution can be applied to improve
the weighting function "rise" and "fall" times, so that an
ideal integrator can even better be approximinated.
Required for this is that the filters are operated within
their linear range.
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3 - Images

Some preliminary images are presented (fig 3).
Image acquisition time for fig 3a was about 1 .6
seconds, here no digital integration was
performed (only one sample used , effective
integration time 30 ms). In figure 3b 16
samples were combined with an interval time of
19 ms per input sweep (limited by the computer
speed). Effective integration time can be
estimated to be 0.3 s. The image acquisition
time was 12 s.

I
a) One sample b) 16 Samples Averaged

fig 3: Preliminary images

Conclusions

The circuit presented here, combined with a fast A/D
converter, can be used as a nearly ideal integrating
electrometer with minimal electronic circuitry. Noise
figures are reasonable (equivalent resistor noise at input =
0.01 pA, measured noise 0.05 pA).
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APPENDIX D : PROGRAM COMMANDS LIST

Presented here are the "help" files that are given when

i the program operator asks for help (H - command). The
following programs are included :

- Program "MANIQU"

This program contains various matrix
manipulation routines. It is a newer and better
version of the program "MANIPU".

- Program "SMOOTH»

This program is used to calculate point spread

I
functions, filter matrices, and inverse filter

matrices.

- Program "MATDIV"

This program can generate all sort of matrices
for simulation purposes.
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Manipulation codes for the MAIMIQU operating mode!

Codes mav be entered in sets, separated bv slashes;
bv example: EFILTER.TMP/Ü/F3/MI-/W10-

Chanses the manipulation code entry in the smooth mode.
The prosram responds with >SMOOTH

Display the default-settings for automatic correction
on entered files of a type 'xxxxxx. rad"'.
If no chanse wanted; type <return>. If you want logicals
changed type CT/F3 ahead of each logical. The system
responds immediately with the accepted value (filename).

Efi1 nam.typ

Exx(x)

Em

Enters the datafile in the accu; if the file is of
a type ".RAD"; all auto corrections will be executed.
Enters datafile with short notation if filename default
is set. xx(x) must contain file-type and sequence number?
filename default format can be ?XXXX??X.RAO or ?XXX?X.RAD
Temporary memory allocations may also be selected to
enter a storage matrix, (m selects memory Of IT...9)

O

OC

Offset correction on the accu-content (subtraction of
column #31 from all elements of the same row.
C1 ears co 1umn #31.

+ (-) m

+ fi1 nam.typ

Add element by element the matrix» stored in a temporary
memory allocation to the accu matrix. Subtract...
Addition/Subtraction on datafile to/from the accu elements;
no auto-offset or auto-f1atfield correction is executed

Cf ilr.am.7FC

CFFC/PFC

Flatfield <FFC) or pointfield (PFC) correction on the
accu content. If no file of that name exists» it will
be calculated from a fiatfield file "fi1 nam.rad".
Short notation: correction with flatfield correction file
from previously entered file. Example CFFC > Fxxxxx.FFC.

A+val tie
-val IJ a
«value
/value
Svalue

ARnr-J val ue
AC'nr-ï val ue
AHxxx:xxx

Add value to all accu (AC30.3D) elements.
Subtract value from all accu elements.
Multiplicate all accu elements with value.
Divide all accu elements bv value.
Scale the accu elements" max. element value — scale value.
Add to row number 'nr' the value "value"
Add to column number 'nr' the value "value"'.
Histogram modification between the selected levels.

BT
BR(N)
B(V/H)

Transposes the accu (offsat not changed).
Rotation of the accu: N times 90 degrees clockwise.
Vertical (V) or horizontal (H) mirror operation on accu.

I Ffi1 nam.typ

Fm

Filters the accu: accu=f(trans)*accu*f bv matrix
multiplication.
Temporary memory allocations may also be selected.
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I I Matrix inversion of the accu. If matrix is not invertable
an error message mill be printed.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

Wdd(-) Creates an eva-file (uncompressed) to show the accu
as an image of srev steps. The filename is default
(changable) and "dd" gives the filetvpe.
A --•' sign entered after filetype-number disables
you to chanse the conversion setup.

Sfi1 nam.tvp!t Stores the accu elements on file mith name filnam.tvp
and type "t".

8m Temporary memories mav also be selected for storage.

M(I)(~) Displays on terminal screen the max. min» mean» mean
offset and RMS value of the accu—arrav. (I) gives also
a graphic screen representation of the accu.
A •••-•" sign after MI disables terminal interrupts.

MLP Writes the accu image to the output file 'MANIQU.LST'.
The same options as MI are available.

MV Gives the numerical values of the accu elements line
by 1ine.

MH Histogram on screen of the accu element values.

Exit program MANIQU. Always end manipulations bv entering
this code: open files can be closed.
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Manipulation codes for the SMOOTH operation mode!

Codes mav be entered» separated bv slashes.
Ten memorv allocations may be selected m=O»1»....9»
these matrix memories were not deleted bv prosram exit.

Changes the operation mode in MANIPU.

Averaging over rows (AR) or over columns (AC)5
enter from keyboard (if) the rows/col urns to neglect.
A - character averages without neslections.

Differentiate the one-line complex arrav.

Efilnam.tvp Enter a piot-datafile in the one line imaginair array.

I(LdddE?d) (Least square) Invertation of the one line complex array!
- Normalise input profile to 1.0
- Fourier transform
- (Least square) invertation
- Fourier retransform

with input of the noise to signal power ratio.

F+
F-

Fourier transform
" retransform.

X Fit the real part of the one-line array to a sum of
sausian curves? which has to be entered by keyboard.

XQ Fills XK30) with the profile of the fitted curve.
XAUT0K2) Full automatic fit with NX = 1 or 2.

Enter the (best) fit to the real part of the one-line array
(XI(30) will be placed in XR(30) and XR in XI)

PS Screen image of seperate the real and imaginair part of the
one-line array X <XR+iXI).

PP Lineprinter image on output-file "SMOOTH.LST".
Pfi1 nam.tvp:t Fills datafile for plot of original curve and (best) -fit.

M Matrix expansion to the A(30»31) array (accu).
Mfi1 nam.typ:t Matrix expansion and storage on file with given name of a

type -'t-'.
Mm Temporary matrix memory allocations may also be selected.

I
I

C Creation of a convolution array in A(30»31) array (accu).
Cfil nam.typ:t Creation of a convolution array and store on file with

given name of a type ••'t"'".
Cm Temporary matrix memory allocations mav also be selected

Exits the program» the output file 'MANIQU.LST'» will
be spooled to the 1iAS—printer.
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Manipulation codes for the MATDIV program:

Codes may be entered in sets» separated bv slashes!
bv examples EFILTER.TMP/H/F3/MI-

A+value Add value to all accu <A(30?31>) elements.
-value Subtract value from all accu elements.
«value Multiplicate all accu elements with value.
/value Divide all accu elements bv value.
Svalue Scale the accu elements; max. element value = scale value.

ARnr»value Add to row number 'nr' the value "'value''
ACnr» value Add to column number 'm •' the value 'value"'.

BT
BR(N)
BV/BH

Transposes the accu (offset not changed).
Rotation of the accu: N times 90 desrees clockwise.
Vertical (V) or horizontal (H) mirror operation on accu.

Efilnam.tvp Enters the datafile in the accu.
Em Temporary memory allocations mar also be selected to

enter a 30x31 matrix, (m selects memory 0>l»...9)

Ffilnam.typ Filters the accu: accu=f(trans)*accu#f bv matri<
multiplication.

Fm Temporary memory allocations may also be selected.

Gheishtis Fill the accu with a sauss filter-matrix of height 'heisht'
and ujith "spreiding" 's".

Matrix inversion of the accu. If matrix is not invertable
an error message will be printed.

J(S)/(R) Enter a FOURIER selection (S) or reconstruction <R)
in the accu.

M(IX-)

MLP
MV

MH

Displays on terminal screen the max* iTiin» mean and
mean offset value of the accu—arrav. CI) sives also
a graphic screen representation of the accu.
A •' — •' sign after MI disables terminal interrupts.
Writes the accu image to the output file "MANIQU.LST"'.
Gives the numerical values of the accu elements line
by line. Inputs <ret> continues with next line.

Jnn Jumps to line nn.
S stop dispav of values.

Histogram on screen of the accu element values.

NR/NC Normalise the accu on rows <NR)5 normalize on columns (NO,

0(C) Subtract channel #31 from the accu. 0C clears channel #31.

I
PS Enter point bv point from keyboard a matrix in svmbol

notation! - Jii Jumps to array line ii
- STOP stops input mode.
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PV Enter point bv point from keyboard a matrix in element

values! - Jii,jj Jumps to array element A(ii?JJ)
- S stop input mode.

PL Enter- one line, which tui 11 be expanded to the accu array.

QN:s

QQ

Fills the accu with 'riormal' noise values with mean 0.0
and variance 's'A2i
Adds quantum noise to the accu elements (not vet available)

Enters a rectangular matrix in the accu; Y O U will be asked
tit enter! - low row number

- hish row number
- low column number
- hish column number
- value.

Sfi1 nam.tvpït Stores the accu elements on file with name filnam.typ
and tvpe ''t''.

Srri Temporary memories may also be selected for storage.

T:value Sets the lower triangular part of the accu to value.
The main diagonal is included.

Ij: val ue Sets A( i J j )=val ue (for i=-j, Ï-1...30)

+ (-) m

+ f i1 nam.typ

#m
*f i1 nam.typ

Add element by element the matrix» stored in a temporary
memory allocation to the accu matrix. Subtract...
Addition/Subtraction on datafile to/from the accu elements;
no auto—offset or auto-flatfield correction is executed
Matrix multiplication! ACCU = ACCU * m (memory file O...9)

" " accu with datafile.

Exit program MATDIV. Always end manipulations by entering
this code! open files can be closed.
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| APPENDIX E : ARTICLE

I A reprint is presented here of the following article :

- A liquid ionisation detector for digital radiography of
I therapeutic megavoltage photon beams.

This is the print proof for publication in April

( 1985. The article describes the development of
the detector presented in this report.

1
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I
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A liquid ionisation detector for digital radiography of
therapeutic megavoltage photon beams

H Meertens, M van Herk and J Weeda
The Netherlands Cancer Institute, Antoni van Leeuwenhoek Huis, Plesmanlaan 121,1066
CX Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Received 16 October 1984, in final form 21 December 1984

Abstract Experiments with an ionisation detector were performed in order to determine
whether it was possible to obtain high energy photon beam images for radiotherapy
treatment verification. A small prototype detector with a field of view of 78 mm x78 mm
and constructed from printed circuit boards was used. The imaging area was a matrix
ionisation chamber, filled with air or liquid (2,2,4-trimethylpentane). A minicomputer was
used to control the data acquisition electronics and to reconstruct and restore the images.
The images were displayed on a viewing console for computed tomography images. The
liquid filled detector with a front-rear board separation of 1.0 mm gave the best results.
The spatial resolution was about 3.8 mm with a density resolution of 0.5% for a data
acquisition time of 120 s. Comparison of the liquid detector images with corresponding
metal screen-film detector images showed that the image qualities were the same. An
important advantage of the ionisation detector image is that grey scale modification,
sharpening and smoothing by digital processing can easily be performed.

1. Introduction

The actual dose delivered to the tumour and 'he surrounding healthy tissues of a
I patient may vary between treatment sessions. One of the error sources is denoted as
I treatment set-up error, which involves displacement of the treatment field relative to

the planned treatment volume. This may result in a reduction of the total dose delivered

I to the periphery of the target area or an overdose to normal critical organs. Set-up

errors arise from patient movement during treatment and from the inability to reproduce
the treatment fields or to reposition the patient precisely from treatment to treatment.

I Set-up errors in treatments with high energy photons can be observed by radiography

of the patient anatomy using the treatment beam..
Several types of image detectors for this purpose have been proposed. The most

commonly used technique makes use of radiographic film with or without metal screens
of various recommended thickness (Jevbratt et al 1971, Haus et al 1973, Droege and
Bjamgard 1979a. Other techniques employ xeroradiography (Wolfe et al 1973, Finger-
hut and Fountinelle 1974, Franken and Frcmmhold 1976), fluoroscopic real time
viewing (Benner et al 1962, Baily et al 1976, 1980) and luminescent screen-film
combinations (Springer et al 1962). The practical usefulness of all these methods is
severely impaired by the poor quality of the images produced by high energy photons.
Because of the importance of obtaining the images, several studies have been under-
taken to improve the image quality. Contrast limitations and spatial resolution in
imaging with metal screen-film combinations have been analysed (Hammoudah and
Henschke 1977, Droege and Bjarngard 1979b). Contrast enhancement by contactO031-9155/85/00OO00+OOS02.25 © 1985 The Institute of Physics 000
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printing has been proposed (Reinstein and Orton 1979) and is commonly employed.
It seems likely, however, that no further improvement in the film-screen techniques
can be expected.

Digital picture processing of verification images is a new, promising technique for
improving the quality of these images (Meertens 1984). In addition to quality improve-
ment, digital megavoltage (and localisation) images offer a new potential for objective
analysis of treatment set-up errors.

Few quantitative data on the impact of intensive beam monitoring during treatment
are available. Some authors have showed that treatment set-up and localisation errors
can occur with alarming frequency (Haus el al 1973, Marks et al 1976, White et al
1982). Such errors have been identified as a cause of failure in local control of the
tumour (Chu and Fletcher 1973), Gelinas and Fletcher 1973). It is obvious, therefore,
that imaging of the treatment field has to be investigated quantitatively in more detail
to determine whether this type of quality control is indispensable if the precision of
modern radiotherapy equipment is to be fully made use of.

The purpose of this study was to determine whether a megavoltage image detector
could be developed for better imaging of high energy photon beams. The computer
controlled detector should reconstruct a basis digital image of a quality at least equal
to that of the film-screen technique. The size of the detector should be that of a
conventional film-cassette to allow routine clinical use in the future.

In this pilot study emphasis was put on the characteristics of the matrix ionisation
chamber of the detector; less attention was paid to the electronics needed for data
acquisition and to digital picture processing techniques.

2. Materials and methods

A small prototype ionisation detector was constructed and software for data acquisition,
image reconstruction and image display was developed. The first images were made
on a *°Co therapy machine.

2.1. Detector design

The prototype detector was constructed using two printed circuit boards. At one side
of each board there were 32 copper strips, each having a width of 1.27 mm (figure 1).
The width of the isolation area between consecutive strips was 1.27 mm. The strips at
the front and the rear board were inside the detector volume and were perpendicular
to each other. The separation between the front and rear strip-planes was set at 1.0 mm,
3.0 mm and 10.0 mm in the experiments. The detector volume between the two boards
was filled with air or a liquid—2,2,4-trimethylpentane—that is used in radiation
dosimetry (Wickman 1974). The field of view was 78 mm x78 mm. The outer side of
the circuit boards as well as the inner side, except for the imaging area of the detector,
was covered by a thin copper layer which acted as a guard electrode.

2.2. Data acquisition electronics and control

The front strips, called selection strips, were connected to a high voltage selector (HVS)
system (figure 1, lines I, to i]2). One selection strip could be set at a high voltage
(300 V maximum) within 1 ms.
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up used to measure the characteristics of the matrix ionisation chamber of the
detector and to obtain the photon beam images. The detector consists of two parallel primed circuit boards,
each with 32 etched copper strips. The detector volume between the two boards contained either air
(atmospheric pressure) or an organic liquid. The data acquisition is controlled by a minicomputer. The
reconstructed and digital processed images are displayed on the monitor of a viewing console for computed
tomography images. Field of view = 78 mm x 78 mm.

The rear strips, called detection strips, were connected to a multichannel ionisation
current detector (ICD) system (figure 1, columns c, to c^). The integrated ionisation
current of each detection strip was measured.

The HVS and the ICD systems were controlled by a minicomputer (DEC PDP 11/34,
figure 1). The selection switch s, was set by the decoder of the HVS system. The
detection switch sd was set by the decoder of the ICD system. The integrated ionisation
currents were measured one by one by an electrometer amplifier and fed into the
computer by the analogue to digital converter. In the experiments an offset measure-
ment of each detection channel, with radiation on, was performed at first and then
each selection strip was sequentially set at 250 V, starting with strip 1,. After measure-
ment of an ionisation current profile (32 values), the next selection strip was put at
250 V and the latter was reset at 0 V. The data acquisition time for a single profile was
3.0 s. During this time the integrating capacitors were reset to 0 V by switch s„ the
ionisation currents were integrated (1.4 s) and the voltage of the integrating capacitors

i
I
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was sampled. The 32 profiles were measured in 96 s and the total data acquisition
time for one image, including the offset measurements (24 s), was 120 s.

2.3. Image reconstruction and processing

The ionisation currents of all detector matrix cells i",c were measured sequentially,
profile after profile. The image reconstruction was straightforward and needed no
special algorithms. Only a correction for offset and matrix cell sensitivity was made.
For this purpose two calibration images were made: (i) the offset image, i.e. a measure-
ment with radiation but without high voltage; and (ii) the fiat field image, i.e. a
measurement with radiation but no object in the beam.

Edge spread functions (ESF) in the x and y directions (figure 1) were measured.
The geometrical edge of a shielding block (transmission <4%) coincided with the
central axis of the beam and with the axis of the strip c,6 or 1,6 respectively. The block
was positioned close to the detector to reduce the size of the penumbra due to the
large diameter (20 mm) of the radiation source. The point spread function (PSF) was
determined a posteriori from the ESF. The profiles along the detection and selection
strips were averaged. The measured points of the PSF were fitted with two Gaussian
functions having the same mean value. From this PSF data a deconvolution filter was
determined which was used to restore the blurred image.

The reconstructed and restored images were displayed on a viewing console for
computed tomography images.

2.4. Detector performance

At a source-detector/distance of 100 cm and an air kerma rate of 0.S0 Gy min"1 at the
level of the detector, a series of measurements were performed for air and liquid filled
detectors. The following characteristics were determined.

(1) The current to voltage curves of a single matrix cell: the high voltage varied from
-250 V and the front-rear strip separation was 1.0 mm.
(2) The noise level of a cell current: the root mean square value of the noise current

(2 x RMS) was taken as a measure.
(3) The width of the point spread function: the full width half maximum (FWHM) of

the fitted functions was taken as a measure.
(4) The spatial resolution in an image of a bar phantom: the focus-phantom distance

was 800 mm and the bars were 10.0 mm thick (65% transmission), 20.0 mm, 8.0mm,
5.0 mm, 4.0 mm and 2.0 mm wide, and 52 mm long (figure 3a).

(5) The density resolution in an image of an Alderson Rando head phantom: the
final image was compiled from 25 (5 x5) separate exposures (figure 5), between each
of which the head was shifted through the beam in order to obtain the full image of
the head with the small detector.

At the same site as the detector, film pictures were also taken of the bar phantom
(figure 3a) and of the head phantom (figure 4) using a metal screen-film detector.
This detector consisted of a cassette into which a therapy film sheet (Kodak XV) was
inserted between a 0.6 mm thick copper front screen and a 0.4 mm thick copper rear
screen.

3. Results

Plots of the measured current against the voltage for a single matrix cell, at a field
strength larger than 10Vmm~' showed saturation, defined as a collection efficiency
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Table 1. The ionisation currents and noise values or a single detector matrix cell and the widths (FWHM)
of the PSF. The liquid was 2,2,4-trimethylpentane, the high voltage was 250 V and the air kerma rate in the
*"Co y beam at the position of the detector was about 0.50 Gy min"1.

Ionization
medium

Air
Air
Air
Liquid
Liquid

Front-rear
strip separation (mm)

1.0
3.0

10.0
1.0
3.0

Ionization current

Cell current
(10"12A)

1.5
7.9

15.0
40.0
21.0

2xrms noise

(10-'=A)

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.4

(%)

7
3
3
0.5
2

PSF width (FWHM)

(mm)

5.6
8.9

15.7
3.S
4.0

(cell size)

72
3.5
6.2
1.5
1.6

larger than 90%, for air. For liquid filling the current increased substantially with
voltage and no saturation was obtained with the voltages applied. In table 1 the mean
value and the 2 x RMS noise value of the ionisation current are given for a high voltage
of 250 V and for front-rear strip separations of 1.0 mm, 3.0 mm and 10.0 mm. The
liquid currents were much higher than the air currents while the absolute noise values
did not alter much. As a result the noise as a percentage of the ionisation currents
was much better for the liquid deteaor especially for the detector with 1.0 mm front-rear
strip separation.

I 75
3
I 50
1

ü o-
1

- 2 5 J
2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 3032

Matrix line or column number

Fijnrc 2. Point spread functions of the ionisation image detector. No systematic differences between the
point spread functions in the x direction (line) and in the y direction (column) were observed. Ionisation
currents (table I) were measured in: air, with front to rear strip separations of 1.0 mm (D), 3.0 mm ( • ) and
10.0 mm ( • ) ; liquid (2,2,4-trimethylpentane), with strip separations of 1.0 mm (O) and 3.0mm ( • ) . The
lines through the measured points are fitted functions.

The fitted PSFS of the detector are presented in figure 2. The position of their maxima
was aligned with the axes of strip c,t (x direction) and 1,6 (^direction). No significant
differences between the PSFS of both directions could be determined. The widths
(FWHM) obtained from the fitted functions are also given in table 1. The PSFS of the
liquid filled detector are considerably better than those of the air filled detector.

Images of the bar phantom are shown in figure 3. The results with the copper
screen-film detector are given in figure 3(a) and the results with the liquid filled
detector, 1.0mm strip separation, in figure 3(6). The 20.0mm, 8.0mm, 5.0mm and
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Figure 3. Megavoltage images of a copper bar phantom in a wCo beam. Focus-phantom distance = 80 cm.
Focus-detector distance = 100 cm. Bar thickness = 10.0 mm. Bar widths = 20.0, 8.0, S.0, 4.0 and 2.0 mm
respectively. Bar length = 52 mm. (a) Copper screen-film detector image. (6) Liquid ionisation detector
image, with front-rear strip separation = 1.0 mm.

4.0 mm wide bars could be resolved. Figure 4 shows the megavoltage film image of
the AJderson Rando head phantom.

The complied image of the head phantom, taken with the liquid ionisation detector,
is presented in figure 5a. The result after picture restoration by deconvolution with
the PSF data is shown in figure S(i>). The low contrast resolution in the image
approximates that of the verification film. Contrast, however, could then easily be
enhanced by changing the range of the grey scale, i.e. decreasing the window width,
of the viewing console.

4. Discussion

The current versus voltage measurements on a single matrix cell, filled with liquid,
showed a substantial increase with an increasing electric field strength up to at least
300Vmm~', the maximum field strength applied. The commonly employed field
strength used for imaging was 250 V mm'1, i.e. a high voltage of 250 V and a front-rear
strip separation of 1.0 mm.

Figure 4. Copper screen-film detector image of an Aldenon Rando head phantom in a *°Co beam.
Focus-detector distance-100cm. The sagittal midplane of the head wat at the uocemre (80cm).
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Figure 5. Liquid ionisation detector image of the head of an Alderson Rando phantom in a *°Co beam.
Focus-detector distance = 100 cm. The field of view of the detector is 78 mm x78 mm. The finil image is
reconstructed from 25 (5 x5) separate exposures by shifting the head through the beam, (a) Reconstructed
image after correction for off-set and sensitivity of each individual matrix cell. (6) Result after processing
of the basal image by deconvolution by the a posteriori determined point spread function.

The increase in strip separation from 1.0 to 3.0 mm gives a cell current decrease
from 40.0 pA to 21.0 pA for a high voltage of 250 V (table 1). This result shows that
the effect of a decrease in collected charge due to the lower field strength—83 Vmm~'
compared to 250 V mm"' (x0.33)— is dominant to an increase in generated ion charge
in the detector liquid due to an increase in volume—18.75 mm3 compared to 6.25 mm3

(x3.0). The field strength is stilll low enough for many of the ions produced in the
liquid to recombine before they can reach the collection strips. A more complicated
and expensive design of the HVS system is required if voltages much higher than 250 V
have to be switched with high speed. More detailed investigations of the ion yield
properties of various liquids applicable for use in the detector are to be performed.

The ratio of the charge collection strip area to isolation area between strips was
1.0 for the prototype detector. The ionisation current measured will probably increase
with increasing strip area. The isolation area between neighbouring strips, however,
should allow high voltage differences. The effect of this ratio and the shape of the
strip on the ionisation current, on the spatial resolution and on the applicability of
high voltages will be studied in more detail. The ionization currents measured in air
were much smaller than in liquid. For a 1.0 mm front-rear strip separation the ratio
of liquid to air current was 27 (table 1).

The system noise in the digital current, for a cell, was measured at the site of the
input to the analogue to digital converter (figure 1). The 2XRMS value, given as a
percentage of the cell current, ranged between 0.5% for 1.0 mm liquid to 7% for 1.0 mm
air, mainly as a result of the differences in cell current value (40 to 1.5 pA). Therefore,
as far as low contrast resolution is concerned, the liquid dielectric was preferred. It
should be noted that the threshold contrast, 0.5%, tends to be a lower limit. The
threshold signal to noise ratio in an image does vary and depends on the nature of
the image.

The current integration time was 1.4 s for each cell. For a data acquisition time
less than clinical irradiation times, e.g. less than 20 s, and for a large size detector, e.g.
128 x 128 cells, this integration time has to be reduced by a factor of 20. In order to
maintain a signal to noise ratio equivalent to that of the liquid detector images shown
in figures 3(6) and 5, a fast low noise ICD system will be developed whereas the design
of the ionisation chamber will be improved to generate larger ionisation currents.
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The images shown in figures 3, 4 and 5 were measured in a ""Co therapy beam.

I The image detector should also operate for high energy accelerator equipment. Pre-

liminary experiments performed in an 8 MV x-ray beam of a linear accelerator (Philips
SL7S-10) showed no artefacts in the images. The influence of the electro magnetic
fields of the accelerators, the effect of the pulsed dose delivery, and the influence of

I the irradiation beam on the electronics of the ICD and thus on the image quality will
I be considered in the new design of the fast ICD system.

The sampling of the cells in the experiments was done one by one (standard

I sampling). Other sampling methods, using for example orthogonal functions, can be

applied and will be investigated. If a high voltage is applied at more than one selection
strip at a time the mean current of each detection strip will increase. This may be

( favourable in the eel! current measurements because of the reduced influence of the
leakage current and noise of the electronic components in the input circuitry of the
electrometer amplifier.

Although the PSFS of the 1.0 and 3.0 mm liquid detectors were nearly identical

( (figure 2), the 1.0 mm detector ionisation current was 1.9 times larger. Therefore the
1.0 mm liquid detector gives the best results. To determine whether the spatial resolution
of the liquid detector can be improved by applying more selection and detection strips

( per unit length, experiments with such a detector will be performed. The improvement
will probably be small because of the blurring that results from the angular distribution
of the secondary electrons.

Comparison of figures 3(a) and (b) demonstrates clearly the limits in spatial

I resolution in an image of a high contrast test phantom. For use in high energy therapy

beam imaging, -the spatial resolution of this liquid detector is satisfactory. This
conclusion is based on the results shown in figure 5. In addition, comparing figures

1 4 and 5 shows the equivalence in low contrast resolution of the copper screen-film
detector and the liquid ionisation detector. The coarse grid in figure 5 is due to
measurement and picture compilation artefacts which would be absent in a large sized
detector. It should be noted that if film density data are available in digital format, a

I sharpened image as shown in figure 5(b) can also be obtained by picture processing.
5. Conclusions

I High energy photon beam images can be obtained by means of a liquid ionisation

detector. The spatial resolution, given as the width (FWHM) of the point spread function,
is 3.8 mm which is equal to l.S times the cell size of the detector matrix. The low

I contrast resolution, given as the noise percentage of the cell current, is about 0.5%

for an air kerma rate at the detector of about 0.5 Gy min"1. The image quality of the
prototype detector is acceptable for the purpose of treatment set-up verification. Quality
improvement of the digital image can be obtained by digital processing.

( The data acquisition time of 120 s for one image of the small detector, 32 x 3 2 cells
and a field of view of 78 mm x78 mm, has to be reduced by a factor of 20 in order to
get an exposure time of about 20 s for a large detector of 128 x 128 cells and a field

( of view of 312 mm x312 mm. Optimisation of the detector design in relation to ion
yield, charge collection and charge (current) detection, will be studied to determine
whether a large sized detector for routine clinical use can be constructed.
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